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Dear Noce Teacher,

Ole in its many fon= will exist as. as man moves andI 1

ilinagines IS an eapperience throUgh which mobile expression is
given to what might otherwise remain inert. It gives structure to rm-
sation and itWests form with feeling. Dance can be ime more 'way of$

enabling a human being to command his powers more fully. It is a
civiliiing force.

Dance ediacation provides a clii7nate wherein students can becoMe
seniitiye to their surroundings, miderstand other people, explore
idea;, ancl develop'a positive feeliug of self-worth.

Students gam to work both independently and with others, to
extencl themselves and their bodies as they experiment with move-
ment, and to take correction without losing self-esteem. In addition
to eaining dance skill the student experiences problem-Solving aisid
decieion-making.

The purpose of this book is to provide teachers on the secondary
level with-i&ii and guidelines for their use with dance students as
well as to inovide administritors with a basic fraMework for devel-
oping a dance curriculum:

lt is hoped that this book will be stimulating to dance iducatori
and will.enourage tht;rn to -continue to cacpaad, improve, and re-
evaluate their dance programs.

A dance curriculum should provide a variety of Movement exper-
iinces in cinder that the student may develop some basic dance skills
and acquire sound attitudes about dance as an art form. "

t should be able to develokie body that has stredgth, flex;

6 or%
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ibility; kvordinatiost, and balance as well as be more responsive.,
articulatt, sensitive ta space, time, and energy.

A student th dance experience will berme aware C4 the follow-
ing .

1. Basic movement possibiliths of the body*
2. Dance 'alr it relates to other art forns.
3. A kndvledge d music and rhythmic structure.
4. An ty to respond to tbeat, tempo, or pulse, and to create

movenwnt pattrw. .

of the creative Andes of nthers.
appreciation of the aesthetk valueri cd dance.

arenas ci the importance of continuing to participate in

8. Understandin; of the dose relationship, of dance and the
history of man.

9. Proper body alignmert and the principles pf efficient !rove-
went. -

10. An,appreciation of the value of dance as aArfonning art.
11. The ability, to male critical judgments about dance. ;

12. An increased awares of the expressive potential of move-
.%

ment.
This gUide does not 1. a set progressioo of lesson. plans or

curriculum canter for - c grade levels. The ideas, actiiities and
guidelinesare presented in such a way thatleachers can adaiit them
to their own unique leacking situations.

Chapters ..1 through 5 cover the broad range of dance maierials
w1tich students could experience throughout their secondary educa-.
tion. This publication includes basic ideas, presents potential values,
'offers_ ilidelines with suggestions for activities, and lists recom-
mendelids and records. Teachers may choose that material whichM
will iinprove or enhance their teathingland !zest meet the needs of
their students.

The comprehensiVe school curricdlum should provide a balance'
between academic and artistic experiences. Educator% on all levels,
deeply concerned with the development of individual potential, are
beginning to agree that dance should kt a part of the students' educa-
tional experience. Many schools thro4hout the country offer dance
as an integral part of the curriculum: i.e., dance as a subject area in 1
the fine arts deprartment, dance as a part of the physical education
curriculum, and/or dance as it relates to dassroom activities. The
materials in this work have been compiled -by teachers employed in
such situatiOns throughounthe country.

The National DancrOssociatiorNaffirms its dedication to sound
educational leory and practice and to the belief that dance can
make significant contributions in the educational experience for

WE,

stuck* of all ages.

I- )

7

Jeannette Hypes
Editor
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The dance teacher should move into composition
as soon as each student has had an opportunity/to
recognize and explore the elements of movement.

*ft
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Chapter 1. ELEMENTS OF MOVEMEI4T

*4.
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Some cd the values to be gained by stu-,
dents from understanding the elements of
movernent include:

I/Increased awareness of ths expres-
sivk Rotential of Movement.

2. Appreciation for both t&ir own
work and thework of Others.

3. Greater'conridence al: they develop
awareioess of what their bodies are
caRable of doing. . .

4. Reduced Inhibitions, therebY en-
abling a _more confident ipproach to
creative exploration.

5. Heittened ability to criticize con-
structively other students' work in dance
and, as a result, become more intelligent
observers of dance performance.

Sortie instructional guidelines which
may be helpful in. developing an aware-
tiess of the elements offimoveinent

How.

119°1. Start with sinrtple taeks so the'stu-
*0 den

couraged.

result will be the learning of a few ele-
-Mattis at.p time.

3. Repeat activities at interfidir
throughput a =is° that there can be a
return to the faidliar.-

4. Encourage students to be on thelr
own when woricing e small area.

5. Frovick opportunities-for stUdents
to see performances of completVd dances
to help them recognizerthe of -
movement.as they are used In the vari-
oils styles of dance,

6. Organize The class so that there is
learning apd enioYment for everyone.

7. Remember that one of the goals is
to help students recognize and use the

of movemekt as the; explore
21driedit:selop a Wider movement vocab-..

8. Move'into.composition as soon as
.each stiplent has had an ..
-explore movement. Pitob can
Lesko early. A gr'eat deal depends on the

=Its abil0 ,to select aiwropriate 1
and structure for exploration. -

ts do not become confused or .dis-1,
ixplorini Body hiti.ement

2. Vary the activities so that the The bodY is the instrunlent of movement

9
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'aril dance. Studer& must develop
familiarity with its capabititles. The sat-
dents need to experience die body
moving as a whole and in isolated parts.
Attention must be given to individual
areis in order to deeviop a basic under- -
stealing. of body parts and their rela-

to one another. Students should
that their bodies are capable

of both literal and nonliteral
They need to experience body
went in a multitude of combinationb so
that the body does, imkecl, become an

of expression. , Attivities

a
shwo:Incet designed to intrsifir body-

Force-Energy-Dynamics 't
Energy is the ability to put fprth
It is the source of movement. The re

. and control of energy proclutes various
movement qualities. A movement 'OW
be strong, sudden, anindar, direct,
controlled; in lf.my be :4 .

unhurried, . f, and free. The'
eleMents of enely interact in solving
problems in dance ar movement. The
basic energy ekments_ inatide:

Percussive ballistic, thrusting,
quick checking of force..

Sustained, contin4otn, smodth.
Swinging pen&W;ealzy, natural.

giaPe
In close associatian with coitcept
space comes the amcept of shape. Shape
is the mobile pr inunobile design of a,
body or group of bixlies within space. . it.

,

-
Tang
Every ezdsts foi uperioal ,of
time whiFh can ;shoh or leng, fast or.
slow. Time serves as an.organizir and }

ties *ether the ..;4,,a,, of movemea.
Students 'shoutdr =, " familiar with
"dig tioh music -

and pluases. Students
exererience in these elements, 'movement
combinations. .

Body Nrovement
Tyoper body alignnumt and ht-
on in adequate warii-up for effi- 101

movement and avoidance of

2... the, movement possktili.5es of a
atilt; joint, e.g., elbow, wrist, hip
(isolation).

3! Combining the joint actiods in an
, a leg, of the tads°.

.` Vibratory short, staccato, sporadic 4: Combin:mg 4tio or/three iiarts of

bursts.
-Collapsing .sinkihg, release ,of ten-

sion:
Suspended floating,

ti#Ting gravity.
effortless,

SP;ica .
Moveinent takes pce in space and
krings, to 'life the. aiareness of shape,
Space thus begins 'to include a direction

forward., backward, side, diagonal,
up, down, around. As one moves
through space, a pathway is created
which begins to involve (a)' density,
closeness of parts, thickness, s'olidarity;
(b) design, the arrangement of space; (c)
facus, tie point of attention in space; (d)

N4,
10

do

the body in movement, allowing one
e

part a stronger rolt than-the others.
5. Doing a series of min:orients wing

ene particular Art of the body to
Initiate or lead the gesture,

6. Moving with others in differing
çelationbips to each other,

rhelbving in unison alin oppoiltion
by einploying various body parts in
imitation of or in contrastto anothir or
others.

8. Sequential rmrement so

awareness, of traitsitforl may
aped. at,

is Axial Azi locomotor moiremenss.
10. The infinite possibilities of work-

ing the whole body in movemenp

(1.

dad;

ea



For ynamics are experienced
bY:

1. Using different, body parts to
achieve movement qualities. Using the
elbows, for example, to achieve an ,
angular, jilrcussive, sudden movement,
while using the fingers to _achisve
staccato or vibratory. mpvement, or "the -
head to achieffe a sustained movement.

2. 'Energy (force or strength exert 'ed)
with the combination of turning and
risirtf; sinking, and twisting.

3. The difference between tension
and relaxation. Through this type of
experience students can see and Rel the
amount of energy used in obtainini var-
ious qtialities of Movement; for ex-
ample, they can (a) walk, or skip for-
ward, *stop abruptly and hold body
shape; (b) repeat (a) and slowly extend
body fully ancl close quickly; (c) repeat
and on quick stop balance on one foot
or collapse' quicldy; (d) stand slowly and
slowlV collapse itte.body tO the floor;
hold collapse sharour counts and take
four percussive movements to original
;Itocling shape.

4. The force of energy with partners
or in small groups, one woup using slow
sustained movements and the othe'r
group resPonding Nith a contrasting
(explosive or percu;Sive) movement.

4

These contracting eneriy qualities could
be performed in successaton or in unison.
For example, divide the class into groups
and use identical actions with differing .

force avlications.

Students should experience in space.:

1. An awareness of the space in /
which they cap move, e.g., describing.
throUgh movement circtlar spage,
square space, restricted space, or.infinite
sFace.,

2. Locomotion as a means to explore
space. Th4ey should be familiir with the ,

-basic forms of the act of moving throUgh
space with the feet as a base walking,
running, hopping, jumping; or some
combinations .of the basic. forms
skipping, galloping, or sliding.

3. Lbeomotion in relation to direc-
tion, level, shape, range, and4tirne.

4. Changing direction as they move
from one point in space to another:
forward, backward, sideways, diaionfil,

"rigzag, or any combination of paths. c

5. Moving with others and in'relation
. to objects within space.

t
6. Moving thrbugh space using vari-

ous parts of the body to lead the move-
ment, e.g., `elbow, nose, small of the
back, sh6ukiers, sternum.

Students should experience shape ty:

Shape is the mobile or immobile design o
body or group of bodies within space.

41"hvik,
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1. Shaping the body as round, -
curved', straight, narrow, angular, and
*Wed.

0 2. Creating shapes individually .dr
with partners or large groais. The de-4
sign can be symmetrieal or say&
metrical.

3. Using the shapeof The body move,-
ment to form a floor pattern. The cirmi-
lar motion of the bcidy, for example,

-beconws a circular pattern thrtaigh
space.

4. Taking shapes.into space by means
of locomotion. This might inve start-
ing with a body shape %10 moving
through space in that shape.

5. Contrasting designs with ndnloco-
/Motor and locomotor movemints such
as arches, drdes, zigzags, figure eights,
setpeatines, triangles, ,or simares
*loving throust

Time can be experienced by:
1. Changing the duration of a move-

) meni, from longs° short, short to long.
Students can also make up combinvions
Of these durations.

2. Working with a chcsen piece of
music designed to show xariations in

- tempo...
3. Working with a time limit dictated

by a stopwatch (auration) or alltetro-
nome (tempo) for a series, of move-
ments.

4. Using a simple movement or a
series of movements as fast as possible,
then as slowly as possible.

5. Moving in vlation to it pulse and
moving against the same beat, as in
syncopation.

These activities are just a sample of the
infinite number of combinations possil
bk. Tear:hers and students should feel
free to experiment with furthei combi-
nations. Experimentation with the
eiements Mil produce greater *alder-
standing and awareness, which is the
basis of dance.

4

Students to experience body
movement so that the body does,
indeed, become an instrument of both
literal and nonliteral expression.,

44
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Chapter 2. IMPROVISATION.:
MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Dance improvisation involves explor-
ing, inventing; experimenti* and dis-
covering movement Within a Specified
framework. Although "putting on a
record arid dancing the way the musk
makes you bri" may be one method of
improvising, it is by nO means the -onlx
or even-the best way to conduct irPro-
visation .

Improvise iI' . experiences should be
guided by specifications deeigned for.
movement 'problem-soIving. For ,st-O-
&nits, these experiences are most often .
daeFoomor studio oriented. So= pro-
lessional choreographers (Merce Cun- .
ningham, Viola Farber, and others) use
improvisatiod in concerts; hOwever,
young titoreographers should realize
that improvisation Cin a concert level
-takes much talent, knowledge, under-
standinesk and maturity on the part of
the choreographer and the performers.

How often and how 'much improvise-
lion is used within the secondary school °I
dance curriculum depends on:

*1. The level of dance experknce of
the class (beginning, intermediate, or
Advanced).

41
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2. Dm goals of the 'class.
3. Individual needs 'and interests of

the stuchmts.
4: The expertise of the teacher in con-

ducting improvisation'experlences. .

S. How oftesi, the -class meets, the
length of each neetlng, the duration of
the coarse.
Improvisational experiences .can be de-
signed to meet the needs and goals of
individual students.

Guidelines for Conducting
haprovbaticmal Studies
In presenting improvisational experi-
ences, as in all teaching, teachers bjing
their own personalities into the presen-
tation. It is often best, especially with
beginning students of secondary school
age, to intioduce improvisational enier-
iences after the studenti and teacher
know each other well enough to feel
somfortable With one another. The
mutual trust and respect, the positive
rapport betteen students and teacher
inhernt in every productive educational
situation, is especially important here
because the students will probably, at



feast at first,
ties to ithiro

There is Co
introduce impro
The following
with the underst

a

inse&re in their abih-

or wrong way toe
tion to students.

are suggested
that teachers-

will adapt theni for' specific abilities and
gra& levels. ,

1. For beginning strients to have bad
someexperiencesin teacker-guided tech-
ni9ue, stucly helps them feel more Com-

Vortablcan4 secute in movement impro:
visalion. They rwed a movement vocab-
ulary to begin with that inilucks more
than their own nondance or pedestrian
movement.

' 2. Students should be appriaed of the
philosophy of improvisation'-- it, is not
a question of doing things coirectly or
incorrectly, but rather it is a ,Idnd Of
movement brainstorming, the lora\
tion of many niovement possibitlis and

, relationships followed by an evaluation
of what was done, what was learned, '
and what could be improved and hoW.

3. A specific imerovisational study
must be simple and clearly explained. IL
should be designed to begin with the
knovin and work toward the unknown
or Tiew.

4. Students should have the oppor-
tunity? ask question's.

5. ach improvisation experience
shoold I& long enouiih for the siudents
to go beybnd the ,easy or obvious; 'but

- not so long that they become to& frus-
trated to be productive or feel inade-
quate in sustajning the experiente. A
little frustratiori can be a good thing

, when improvising. In the peed to elimi
,,nate the frustration, the creative

1problem-solving is often enhanced.
6. Students should be encouraged to

sty in character and not arbitrarily stop
improvising qr break concentration be-
fore they have completed 'the experi-
ence; If they silipp out of charattef often,
it is difficulMr them to **Irk in depth
or to go beyond the obviOus.

.

&giving dance students need
a movement vocabulary that
includes more than their own
nondance orpgastriwr movement.

7. Students rnus 'be aware of what
they are doing and what-is happeping
around tfiern. This them develop
their' ability td recall rnoiement and
movement relationships, ktoth of which

, -are valuable in choreographing dance
works from improvisation experiences
and In increasing jheir own movement
vocabulaPy,

B. Students shoilld be alert to work
with whatever happens during the im-
provisation experience because develop-
ment of the unexpected opens doors to
ttel7 ideas. For exainple:

a. A student might unintentionally
lose bulance4 The idea of off-balance
or evin falling can become part,f4ie

14



improvisational Material being
. yourked with. ./

b. Twci students might acciden-
tally bump inio each other, or per-,
haps someone itVithe class, might
gigefle; Ineeze, or eough. The wind,
migtt blow a door closed or the prin-

, cipal Might call a student over the
publiC tddress vsysteni. Thep situa-
tiOns could intrudeon an. improvisa-
tional eXperience; but if the teacher,
enci4Fages students to work with the
unexpected, It can be an eicitingAand
prdductive challenge to stUdente
powers of concentration and their
ability .to create something positivi
out of something that.could otia.rbvise
be disruptive.
9. It is sometimes helpful to beginning

students if their first few expeliences in
improvisation are individual hither than
group studies. All-students work on the
assignment or prOblem at the sanw/time:
but they woAc alone viith their own
ideas without the added responsibility of
relating to other dancers.. Atter inde-
pendent explorations by the students,
the teacher can guide- pend-
ing and relating to th t' of
others as they wori h their
classmatei.

10. N31 to have others watching them
in their first attempts at improvisation
helps beginning students to be mor5 at
ease. When students have gained some
confidence and facility 'and do not feel
threatened in an improvisational situa-
tion. they gaiv greardeal from observ-.
ing each other.
11; ()hen beginners are helped by

more than one experience with the same
improvisational assignmec
12. When improvising, students Often

use their arms much more than other
parts of their bodies. If the teacher sees
this happening and it is not a sPecific
part of the framework given for that
particular imprOvisational eXperience,
the students should be encouraged to

S.

f.

work viith Vement possibilitit's of th'e

head, = , torso, and legs. ,

.13. Class-discussions and evaluation
should follow eachjesson on improvisa-
tion. Stddents shbuld.be eitcopraged to
sitare.with each other what they think
about an improvisation, as well as' to
ask questktns. Thlf is'an 'excellent time
,for the teacher id giVe Supportive rein-
forcement to studints and to guide them
(ix areas ill which they need.to

Suggested Experiences-for'
Moverhent Improvisation
Improeisational studies should be con-
Structeci simply 'at ffrst, starting from
knoWledge and experience the students
already have and working toward the
discovery and extension of new under-
stantlings and concepts. The following is
an example of improvising with ways of
moving .through space:

Have the students combine three ways
they' can think of .to mow from one
place in the- rooqic; another. Hate
them repeat the action paying particu-
laeattention to the direction they use.
Do they only go fofward in space?
What other directions could theys in-
-clucle and stilP arrive at their destina-
tion? Do they only go in a straight
l ine? Have them inc)kide both curved
and straight paths as they 'move
through the space.

Did they use nnly one kind of -Step.

Walking, hfor instance? How many
ways ean they fina`tO walk? Can they
walk with the body held in different
shapes? Can they Change the shapes'as
they walk (high or tow)? Is the size of
the itep alwAys the same (big or small
steps)? ean the students combine fast
walks and slow walks with high walks
and low walks? What other kinds of
stepi can be used? Can they include
hops, jumps, leaps, nms, skips, slides,
gallops, crawling, and tolling? .

Dd they always use the same
amount of energy as they move

15
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tthrough the' space? Can tgey vaiy it?
Can they Move smoothly. with a sus-

... taineit quality? Can they include
oatO or movements as they

be space? .How is focus
Row Fe'usetharmsnsed1
abtive cait lie ckee with etal

;`, itutilept wdrking inckpenrkntly, but
all of then wcaldng at the same time.
It mIit then be well to have two or
jhree studentsmove from one place to
another place in space as the rest of
tge class watches. Ace teiwher can
point ont how uniclIte each student's
mOverruitt phrase "IS, how inttfresting
it Wen) see the differedrpatterns in
Contrast. One stlithmtmay be using ak
high level while aniither sturknt is

/ using a low level, or the 'energy or
time may tentrast as well as the step
witterns or body óhapp. There may

` be thnes when tle pa are, in toil-
son or whin they Complement each
other without being exactly alike or in d
contrast-to each other.

The preceding is an example of how an
improvisational ex-perience can be built.
It includes more than would probably be
used in one sessiou. The teacher needs to
be aware that the questions are ways of
helping students extend their movement

1 idea'. The example should not be fol.!
lowed exactly for any specific crass or
group of students. Once the improvise-

: lion sliasion has started With a specific
framewark, the teachei Jon adjust or
change or mold the cfirection the lesson
takes according to what the students are
doing and the needs they exhibit as they

in and withtlle matenial. The
r can then buila the next step of

the experience upon pie feedback,
verbal and nonverbal: that the students

4 The rest of the chapter Outlines sug-
gested areas frgin which improvisational
studies can be developed. Each can be
used singly or in any number of combi-
nations.

16

1., SPACE

Directicet
ay Work with movement that

onlY goes tit one direction, e.g.,
only forward, btickward,
only sickward.

(2) Change- &metier% often.
(3) -Mov% alwaYs south, gut

change the body facingf egg., going
forward to .south, backward to
saith, sideseard to -south, tirnin$
to south.

(4) Work with 'only straight
lines, with onlY curved lines, with
combinations of the two.
b. DensityY

(1) Explore movement as if it
were being 'executed in a thicker
density, a tilinner density.

(2) Go from one density to an-
other.
c. Design

- /(1) Work with shapes or move-
ment phrases that have only sym-
*metrical design.

(2) Choose only shapes or
movement phrases that have-asym-
metrical design.

(3) Combinations of these
d. Level

(1) Select movement, that can
only be done at a low level, at a

high level.
(2) Change levels as the move- -

ment is executed.
(3) Work with different ways

to change level, going from high to
low' or low to high. .

e. Range
(1) Work with movement that

has very small range, very large
range.

(2) Begin with large range
movement and translate it into
small range gr the reverse.

(3) Shift quickly from one ex-
treme of range to the other.
f. Focus

(1) Work with different .focal

r



points, shifting focal poittts, . .

single focal point. two fotal points
uf equal atlength, apd go On.

(2) Explore different Ways of
using focus when working with
exact repetition of a moveiitent
phrase.

,g. Shape
(1) Explore movement' sug-

,gested by positive shapt:s In since:
that is, the shape d space the ob-
ject or body occupies.-

(2). Work with negative
that is, with the shapes of
that are not,Vecupled bY an *act
or bodY.
h. Have grots Of dancers Work

together within a given space, such as
between two chairs, within a rectangle
or other shape outlined on the floor,
under a.takle, and so on.

I. See Chapter 3 for other ideas.
j. Plane

(1) 'Combinations involving
veriicals, horizontals, and diago-
nals.

2. TIME
a. Tempo or speed

(1) Work with one tempo, .

(2) Change temPu.
(3) Work with two- different

tempos at the same time, such as
&moving the legs at one speed and
.the arms at another.
b. Specific rhythmic phrases.
e. kSyncopatiOn aiainst an under-

lying beat.
cl, A variety of timesignatures.

3. FORCE
a. .Specific movement 'qualities

and specific 'energy level.
(1) Work with quality at a

strong energy level, and the re-o
verse.

di (2) the quality at a weak
energy level.

' b. Changes from one extreme
energy level to another, at a strong
energy level.

1` positive' spare of kidder '

negative space of ladder

,*

posative space of figure

17
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c. More than
time."

energy livel at a

4. OTHER AREAS that can serve as
sources for improvisational sttvlies in-
dude working with the fo/lowi*

a. Isolated body parts: head,
shoulders, hips, torso,
chest, elbows, funds; feet.

b. Specific or of.'
joint actions, sUch as
don, rotatiM ciFomductioni adduc7
tion, abduCtion, pronation, supina-
don, elevation, depression, inversion,
eversion.

c. Stimuli received theough Ape-
cific senses:.sight, sound, touch, 'fitste,
smell, and the sense of movernent,

d. Emotional stimuli such as fear,
joy, hate, anger, sorrow, ecstasy.
When improvising within the frame-
work of emotional stimuli, it is 'Im-
portant that the students do het
ally pantomime the emotion, btit
father that.they work with the movec'
ment material suggested by' it. The
sult of the emotion can be a spring-
board to explore the movement possiL
bilities suggested.by it.

e. IdeationNl stimuli. Here, as in t;

working with entional stitnuli, it is
important that the students do not lit-
erally pantomime the idea, but rather
that they work with the mtivement
material sugpested by it. The result
may be a movement statement :about
the idea or an explot'ation of the
movement possibilities inherent in the
idea. Ideational stimuli include:

(1) Children's) games: h4-
scotch, tag, hide-and-seek.

(2) CArnIval or circus: rides,
concessions and games, animals,
performers, and-so on.

(3) The different forms that
water takes: rain, river, brook,
ocean, fountain, ice, show._

(4) Others: spbrts, machines,
seasons, holidays, everyday astivi-
ties, and so on.

f. Things .in nature, such as
tree(s), .biritsuntrtd, rock(s), soil,
flower(s), (s). As in wcoldng
with emotional and ideational Oimuli.
it is important that the students do not-
literally pantomime, bin rather that
they work with. the Movement
gated by the stimuli.

g. Works of art, such as paintings,
music, Poetri, sculpture; photog-
raphy, architecture, Cinema.

h. ProPa, wit as hula, hoops,
,furniture (chairs, tables, stools,
benches), sticks or poles, balls, ropes
balloons, elastic materials, fans,
hOops, Or wheels.

i. Costumes, such as shirts, hats,
shawls, scarves:cages; skirts..

Equipment, such aft ladders,
gymnastic . and playground 'eqtdtt
inent, pillars, stairs, boxes, platform4

k. Lighting, such as side-lighting,
.a single spotlight, areas of light anti
shadovI, colors of light, patterns of
light, and others. -

I. SPecific movement themes.
These can be movement themes the
students have been taught by some-

,one else or of the students' own mak-
ing, They can expand and invent..
within the thematic framework.

m. Concepts of knowledge km
science; mathematics, soda' studies,
and language aos units: .

Z1) Use improtisaliimal prob-'
lemsavhich involve the quality of
twinging when students study
Weightlessness and gravitational
forces in a science (-lags.

(2) Create an Mtprovisational
study ,that uses af gestares of
writing all the punctuation marks
the Siudent is studying.

Improvise within specific
geometric shaPes being studied in
mathematics class.

(4) Improvise with gesture4
created to communicate geograph-
ical chardcteristics of a country
being studied.
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Chapte4 3. DANCE COMPOSITION .

Composition is the process by which
movement ideas are selected, combined,
and transformed to create a dance state-
limit. Compositional study provideS the
pupil with the opportunity to solve
problems, make decisions, expressviews
and communicate ideas.

Compositional experiences help to-
develop:

1. Analytical and interpretive skills.
',, 2. A sense of awareness1 and

heightenAd sensitivity to the environ-
ment

3. .An understanding of the elements
of composition (e.g., balance, climax,
repetition) and the 'elements of choreo-
graphic form (e.g ABA, AB,. theme
and vahations, rondo):

4. An appreciation for other art
fbrmo.

5. An ability tO express and commun-
icateisle.si and emotions through dance!

6. An abiliti to wott well with otheri
or ind7endently. .

7. A sense .of 41f-esteem and confi-
dence.

19
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Gnidelints for Conducting
Compoeftional Experiences

The nature of studies . in composition
depends on the goals of the teaclier and

,the students, the level of dance ability,'
and the time, space, and equipment
available. With beginning students,
compositional smooches must he care-
fully combined with studies in dance
techniques and improvisations. For
more advanced students, 'composition
can be studied intensively with emphasis
.on mastery of various compositioital
.forms. Varioty; methods of teaching
composition are available and may
range from creation of short phraies and
thanes to the development of hill-length
dance pieces.

in general, lessons in Composition
shout& develop from simple exeidses
and progress to more complex dance
problems. Beginners should be provided
with structures end limitation's that de-
velop basic compositional tools and
skills. Usually, improvisational experi-
ences (detailed in Chapter 2) precede the



more 'fame! compositional actisritip in_
Order to provide students with a corn-

, fortable creative backyound. Finally;
compositional experiences muat .1*
'carefully planned and dearly presented gequentie: a triplet pattern forward, a
with adequate motivaticm to captrie the , triplet pattern in a drde, make. a
partidpanue interetr and involvement. '

' \
tire body, peforming the Amps in a
slow, sustained, oz in a shag?, perms-
sive manner; (2) arrange all fua-
lowing movement' ideas into a

Summit:A Experiences in Composition

- A wide yariety of compositional experi-
ences can be provided in the dance cur-
ricilum. Each leadier can idect,
develop, and adapt these idea* accord- *
ittg to the needs of the studints.'The
teacher shduld:

shape with the body in 8 counts .slotv,
deicing' to floor in 4'counts fast, 'pfvt
and rise to standing level in 8 counts
slow, and finish in a shape.

I. Provide various experkmcis in
improvisation as a prehrde to a
definitely delineated. compositional.
etude (see Chapter 4.)

1." Provide creative studies as api , 3- Provide airnPkIntTuduetcrY ccer
htegral portion of the regular class. lams in composition. For example,
Through this -Approach, teachers can games can he Sormulated for inxividing
supply red& dance . tedmiques 'that Practice in creating dance theme-
can Pu
and energy. Development ofdrurce aka;
should be i:tegrated with . creative
explorations. Some examedes' of prob-
lems whirl,' may be used follow.

a. Variations in Time Explore
cliffertht count sequences or meters to,
experience variations in &ie. For ex-
ample, Oven a swivel- movement to
the floor, have studentS perfbrm the
movement in slow 16 counts, moder-
ate 8 counts, fast 4 counts. Combine
different counts into a definite pattern

fast 4 counts, slow 6 counts, hold
still 4 counts, fast .5 counts, moderate
2 counts, slow 3 Counts to a fiiiished

position.
b. Variations in Space Explore

changes in direction, floor pattern,
and aerial design. For example, given
a simple triplet run, explore it for-
ward, backward, and sideward, de-
scribe a square, circle, or zigzag pat-
tern in space. Combine these ideas
into a sequence. -Try a similar design
in the space above the ilbor, using
various parts of the, body.

x. Variations in Energy Explore
in a sustained and percus-

sive muw. For example: (1) stu-
dents s'.uA create a shape using the en-

be karied pils in time space Exam*:
a. Problem: creati a dance pat-

tern -using sharp movements of the
arm.

circleb. Grouping: .

cCAumber: five dancers per circle.
d. Solution: (1) Eadf stuckgrit cre-

ates a one-count arm motion. (2)
Movement-accumulates from one per,
son to the next. (3) -Movements are
lejned by all membrCrs of the iroup.
(4) All moveme`nts are combined into
a phrase. (5) The group perform the
finished pattern, using all movements.

An experience of Ns Dipe can be varied
and expanded-to include different types
of Movement problems such as: (1)

Compose a phrase using arm and leg
gestures that are sustained in quality. (2)
Compose a phrase for the torsd in a
standing position. (3) Compose a phrase
of movement based on successional
action. For example, use different body
parts (hip, shoulder, elbow) to-lead the
action successively , (going from one
isolated body part to 'another).

4. guild improvisational studies into
short Phrases based on sensory, idea-
tional, .emotional, and motiona ele-

ments.
a. Sensory Give], an object in

20 `.)
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Compositional experionces must be c 4Iy plaimed
and clearly presented with adequate motivation to
capture the participants' interest and involvement.

nature (tall slender reeds, rocks, or,
leaves), compose an eight-count

.phrase to represent the sha .?,e and de-
sign of the object.

b. Ideational Given ithe theme
of conflict or struggle, compose three
static positions or shapes and combine
them with transitional movements.
For example, students might create a
lunging posture with fists, clenched; an
angular body shape that is contorted
and twisted to represent struggle; and
a pose that is mOurnful, with the body
collapsed in contraction, focusing
downward. Many possibilities exist,
qnce pupils will respond differently
to,each problem. Provide musical ac-
companiment for these dance patterns
and informal performance opportuni-
ties.

c. Emotional Given a selection
of emotions (fear, anger, anticipation)
students can select one and compose a
movement phrase that expresses this
feeling. The teacher can limit the
length of the study by using a specific
musical background or by limiting the
'umber of counts in the pattern.

(
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d. Motional Given an artitrary
eight-count movement idea that hap-
pens in place, karn it and compose
another phrase, of eight . counts, with
emphasis on quick changes in direc-
tion moving through space. These
jahruses can be performed in any
sequence.
5. Compose exten:dephrases based

on exploration of the elemente of
movement time, space, energy (see
Chapter 1). Some suggested activities
are:

a. Time Activities involving
rhythm, tempo, accent, and meter.
For example, freely respond to differ-
ent tempos and rhythms: Ask *pupils

to work with partners: (1) explore km
motions to a jazzy and syncopated
rhythm; (Z) use head and shoulder'
movements to slow, .sustained music:
(3) create a movement phrase ring

different rhythms or tempos. Perform
for class.

b: Space Explore activities in-
volving body shapes and designs. For
example, alter the design of a move-
ment by varying the range or size.



Change.the focus, dhlecticm, anti leVel
of a givin.ciesigit. Perform in frn-
idled pathin.

c. Energy Create mbicement
Patterns based on qealities such as

eeralesaye, stritaine d. vil:ratory, and
c?llapsing. For eiample,* study
epic** a list of words with
potenlial such is eop, leap, hiteedy-
piggledy. Capture the energy
-create patterns using different eiterg*
in qtarious such as sharp,
eustainet a:attain&

d: Body Awareness. Becorr
aware of 'differeOtyreas of the-body
by creating interesting shapeit and pat-
terns. For example, using partners or
small groups, create unique move-
ritent patterns by Attackdng different
body parts e.g., hiplethip, head to
kneC,.back ta muk re-

main in contact as they through
space; various changes in tvel,
energy and 'sky Of movement can be
explored.

6. Using the concepts of composition,
contrast, harmony, transition, repeti-
tion, balance, climax, and Variety,
create short movement siudies.

For example, arrange a given seria of
niovements in a sequence which builds.
to a climaC Use repetition of steps and
create a contrasting sequence using dif-
ferent tempo and spatial Itvels.

7. 'Explore musical forms and their
role in dance composition (e.g.,. ABij
ABA, theme and variations, round,
fugue, canon, or 5ondo). Ask students
to compose short . studies based on a

c idea or movement concept. Stu-
. 'dents and` teacher can select the most

outstanding themes in the clas Th
dance phrases can 'be combIneand
learned bl; 'all participants. This ort
composition can later be practiced anti
performed in a variety of groupings.
(See Chapter 4.)

S. Guide stullents in the selection of
appropriate accompaniment for their

22

compt;sitions?There are many ways. to
select the accompaniment for Awe
compositions and sttidimts shoUld try

ways: using recorded muicic
, stimulith for the compositim 'getting the
comprisitional kiwi first and Own Reding
.the accsoinpanimentAuxi worldng with a
composer. '

9. Encourage individual- anti grotip
ct;mpositional experience (ago, dud,
triO; quartet): ;
20. ProVide experiences in con:tempo-

.rary compositional approaches rch as
chance. dance and, grcsip-determined
dance.

1

. a: Ait &ample. of grbupitleter-lit
mined dance follows:-(1) The temiter*
selects a set of mcrements that have
potential for variation, such as skip,
olktrelevi in second positiOn, and a
basic walk: As stddents beconW nitre lb
-advaiwed, they Can create' their owe
sets of Movements to be used. 14 Stu-
dents are Inked to vary the. space,
time, and energy aspects of thesi
movements. For example, change
directions while Walking, change
tempo while ski0ing, and change
body shape in plie in sectmd poSition.
(3) Divide class into small. grdups.
Each group performs the movement in
unison. Groups decide how they will
arrange the sequence of. their dance.
(More advanced dancers can perform,
dances in solo and individually deter,
mine the sequence of events.) An ex-
ample of how steps can-be arranrd is
to walk backwards 8 counts, plie with
body in contraction 6 counts, relevi
in 4 counss, skip in a figure' 8, and fin-
ish waking backwards. (4)rUse vari-
ous formitions in. .space, such as
circle, square, diagonal, double line.
(5) Entrances and exits are determined
by groups; however, number' of
entrances and exits can be established
by teacher to determine the lengthlbf
,the 'stance. Foi sxamole, all groups
must enter or exit two times. (6)



droups can select methods &begin-
rang and ending the dance frmn a
selies of alternatives suggested by the
teachel or othet dancers. For eXample,
beginwhe dance with an empty'gfage,
a group drtc # a sok:list. End the
dance with- group design, a. sploist,
or an empty age. (7) Music can be

'used to accompany the dance. (8) Per-
fonnance of &Vices should end with a
class discussion 'and evaluation. (9)

. .
Futyre group-determined dance expel-

.' iences can iniolve more complicated
movement therms.

. .... b. An approach to 'Chance 'conipo-
. sition involves d.eterminini designs of

a dance by fliPpins a coin or throteing
I dice. The purpbse of this approach itr

to bring freshness and originality to
(the composition and to move beyond

predictable patterns. There are vari-
ous . ways tO use this compositional
approach. (1) given two alternate
ideas, students can make decisions by
flippirig a coin. For example: enter
downstage or uPstage", move arm or

. leg, move onto floor or jump away

., from floor. (2) Dancers can manipu-
late finished dance phrases and deter-

im... mine their position, 'in the dance by
flipping a coin.

.

11., Provide experiences in'. pre-classic
-*anco forms (e.g.,- pavane, galliard, ot.
allemande). These forms can be ex-
plored individually or in small groups
depending un the level of student

ability. The forms cm bi com-
litegal count dance's or as'

ons of theis qualities. For ex-
amtrle, students can create a dance based
on the quality of the pavane 'Using
4/4 ;meter and qualities of grace
stateliness.
12. Provitk stirnulating a

resources for dance 'composition.
a. audio resourtes instrumental

music (classical, contemporary),
itocal music, spoken word, taping
techniques (loops, editing collages in
sound), use of silence (see Chalker 4).

b. visual resources ,

lighting devices. Once. dances ase
composet performing opportunities
should be iivided for individual and
grouP studies in informal (classrodm,
Orvi, or studio) anji 'formal (stage)
settings': Through these experiences
students will learn elements of theater
(costirme, lights, sets, makeup)
through perfosinanci (see Chapter 5).

if possible at some time, invite guest
choreographers to Perforni, analYee,
and teach selections from their reper-
tory. Students can then observe how a
professional works. Provide as many
opportiMities as possible to view 'films,
slides, and pictures of dance 14orks
through coMmunity resources, suck as
library or museum, and encouragi4 stu-
dents to attend concerts to enlarge ttieir
understanding of the various forms of
dance.

23
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lillYTHM AND ACCOMPANIMENT

vi

A 'good dance' at;companiment 'should emphasieed until dan&ss :are Cluite
enhance or give suPPort to the dance. It advanced technically; Dance Students
can be created from ainost arty Vource should have 'Many opportunities to ex-
but should not overpower, deninate, or ploce and experiment with yarious ways
in any way detract fruit the move ment. of accompanying movement. if students
Music is the most =Minn* used dance are to choose accorapanimeitt with taste

accninPaniment.hers, how- and intellittnce, they must be given
ever, may choose to dam* in silence, use Wait instruction in the testc elements el
etiVironmental sminds, or create irri- Music. These musical experiences should

. promptu sounds while moving. begin early in .!he dance education_ 4 an
A milk concern of dance tiacherS. Students. . e

.

and' student ch`oreugraphers is securing
_appropriate accompaniment for their Values to be Gained Front Experleirs*
'movement= Much time and effort whh Dance Accompaniment

can be when student chores:M. The values that mar be gained from
raphers ust search for accompaniment experiences with dance.accompaniment
after they have choreographed dancek are numerous. Through well-planned
Student dancers may have dculties and sensitively-guided experience!1, the

. with musical accompaniment if tkei students will:
-, have had little experience in the elements Gain knowkdge of the rhythmic

-of music and rhythm. Many of these materials employed in accompard-
problems can be avoided if dancers and meld.
musicians work together on the iwcom- ACquire knowledge of the basic ele-

Paniment. merits of music and its function in re- ,
Accompaniment for dance is an 10- lation to dance.

portant area often ignored or not - understand the mood and character

24
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Composer and" choreographer Work together on thi
accompaniment for a,dance at Exist High School,
.Salt Lake City, Utah,'

of misic and how it can be mikst effec-
tively used as accompaniowstt to
movement.

Learn 'Aput musical forms and
sty...t and how they can enhance
choreography.

Have opportunities to work with
live music as opposed sp working
solely with recorded music.

Become ',ware of the recorded and
written music that is available and ap-
propriate for dance accompaniment.

Ekpand drir own appreciation 6f
music.

Have opportunities to direct
rhythmic activities using voice,
and pezcussive accompaniment.
experiences will bioaden student abil-
ity to utilize one or another type kkf
accompanimant as the need dictates.

aP
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Learn about the variods skturces of
sound arid the many instrunients
available for dance accompaniment.
Students should have opportunities to
experiment with tlynthesizer, prepared
piano, electronic sounds, and other
devices as new and unfamiliar sounds
for dance accompaniment.

Become aware Of the various instill-
ments that may be used to accompany
technique classes: piano, cinsm, other
percussion, recorded- music, and taped
souncls.

DeNtlop ability to select appro. pri-
ate musk or other forms of accom-
partiment for dente.

Guidelines for Dance AcCompanhnent
Guidelines for dance and movement
_accompaniment are presented herr as

25
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three distinct approaches: first, the
dancitinsinictor working with th; musi

-tal accompanist; second, the teacher
preRringand providing the pani-
ment; and.third, the teacher
dame students to understand, use, and.
Create dante accdmpaniment.

The dance instructor should find the
best possible dance accolnpanist, prefer-
ably someone with datIciexperience.if
'an 'accompanist cannot be found, the
'teacher mist then substitute
druin, percussion, .recOrds, tapeL and
_other sounds. Regardless of What
accompaniment is used,. Eve Or 're-

e carded, it must be appropriate, provid-
ing the rhythm, tempt', quality, and
-mood desired for the dance, moveMent
or composition.

The -dance instructor, studenis, and
accompanist must work together contin-
ually. This close communication will
ensure continuity of the accompaniment
for technitpasa and dance choreog-
raphy. Dance teachers working with
accompaniment should have a number
of basic concerns in mind.

1. A teacher working with an accom-
panist should: t,

a. Make sure that the piano is in
tune and in good rePair at all times.
The piano should be tuned at least
twice a school year.

b: If possible, allow time for re-
viewing meiterials wjth the accom-
panist before each class. This is the
time to dikuss special music and
movement patterns. .

c. Arrange a sign") with the ac-
companist for atartinethe activity to-
gether: "Ready, and" is.often the cue
or upbeat for startini the:tlass. Cues
are spoken in the same" rhythm and
tempo as the Tuakal atompaniment
to be used, will& shoula be the same
as that of the movement to ke per-
formed.

d. Be concise and repeat several
times any new rhythmic patterns and

26

movement combinations, 10 tle ac-
companist will understand and ie-11

sPood =unit*.
e. Enenurage accdmpanitts to --

underscore and support the dance idea
and to tilize accompaniMent.with the
same character and itooda: the fiance

I' -

movement.
f. Diecnurage the use of music

that is too popular or familiar.
g. Use a. variety of mimic from dif-

fefent periodsr e.g., haromte, classi-
- cal, morkrn, or faze. Otchsionally,

whemappropriate, a. familiar melody
may be'enlivened by playing it in fare
style co infect -a little /tumor or fun
into a technique class. ,

h. Ask the accompanist to impro-
vise rather than play from a score all
the time. This will help keep the ac-
companimau fresh ancrdifferent. The
accompanist shouldhave, or
some talent for improvisatioa.

I. Ask the accompanist to assist
- students with the aecompanhnent for

their choreography -.- the accom-
panist can be invaluable as a com-
poser. When willing; the accompanist
should help teach students the ele-
ments of music.

2. A teacher providing the dance ac-
companiment should:

a. Be inventive when using percus-
sion instruments. When a dnitm is the
instrument, do not just beat time. Use
the metal rim of the drum, change the
dynamics of the rhythm, alternate
between striking the rim and the drum
he d, or pse the hand palm, heel,

rtips, or knuckles instead of a
beater.

b. Learn o use tape recorders,
record players, and percussion instru-
ments, both purchased and ones made
by the teacher or students.

c. Experiment with vocal and per-
cussive sounds that can be made with
the body clapping, slapping, finger

1."



snapping as accompaniment for
trvement.

d. Since changing records during a
class is sometimes awkward, try to
tapt the MUSic that is frequently used
as accompaniment for movement
sequences in technique class: plies,
releves, brushes, foot movements, and
other recurrent exercises. Label and
file for easy access.

e. Be alert to new musical ,compo-
sitions that can be added to the dance
library. Listen to music on recordings.
radio, television, or at dance or music
concerts, and make notes of the music
that would be suitable for dance ac-
companiment.

1. Have a variety of accompani-
menu available for each dance class.

-Utilize various combinations of drum
and percussion rhythmic piano music,
vocal sounds, and recordings. Some-
times invite a student musician to
provide the accompaniment for the
dance class. -

g. Use music froth different per-
iods: e.g., baroque, clissiCaL jazz, or
folk musie.

h. Arrange opportunities for stu-
dents to explore the elementkof music
as they relate to dance and its accom-
panirnent7N

3. A dance' teactkr has the responsi-
bility.to help students be aware of the
accompaniment to danc7 movement.
one approach to thii problem is to teach
the elements of music as an important
area ol each dance class. (Suggestions
for doing this appear later in this
chapter.) Young dance students will ac-
quire vocsthlaries of 'musk and under-
standing of musical literature long be-
fore beginning to work seriously with
choreographY. An awareness of music
and rhythmic concepts improves per-
formance skills.. Students should be
given opportunities to:

a. Learn *Out the elements of
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=Sicf rhythm,. accent, meter, mel-
ody, tempi? tirnbre, dynamics, and
form.

b. Become sensitive to musical
phrasing. Never cut off music in the
middle of a phrase or section; this can
be-disconcerting to the audience and is
in 'poor artistic taste. Choc* music
thakcorresponds to the length of the
dance.

c. Work with die varicing devices
and sources, otlier than traditional
musjc, that can be used successfully
for dance accompaniment, such as
prepared piano) electronic sounds,
nonverbal sounds, poetsy, and corn=
mercials from newspapers, radio, and
television. 1-

d. Recognize and explore different
tcpe colors of a variety of musical in-1
sPbameots.

e. Learn about the many styles,
moods, arid characteristics of music
and how they can be utilized to en-.
hance movement ideast

f.. kisten to nnisic.and move v:rith
it. Try to recognize the irietei- and
form.

g.)Experiment with dance move-
ment that mimics sound or rhythm,
dancing with the music; with move-
ment that opposes the sound, dancing
against the MuSic;, or with movement
that uses the music only as an inci-
dental background.

h. Explore the possibilities of
sounds with Various percussion in-
struments. The rhythmic aspects of
accompaniment should be pointed out
early in the studt of dance.

i. Experiment with the voice as an
instrument Nal accompaniment to
dance movement.

j. ,Entourage students to create
their own aCcompaniments, making
use of prepared piano, percussion in-
struments, their own voices and otter
self-sounds, or an' y other sources of
sound they can discover.

)
4



c luration, syncopation, dynamics, mell
ody, tone, phrase, and foim. These
.aspeFts of music, many of which are
equally applicable to dance movement,
will be presented separately with sug-
gested triovement activities and musical
accompaniment.

,

Experiences in Dance AccompAiment
Derived from the Elenvints of Music

Dance students should understand and
experience the manyelements of music:
rhythm, time, tempo, meter, aCeent,

1.Rhythm is an all-inclusive term, en-
compassing nearly all of the other
asyects of music, especially meter, dura-
tior, accent, phrase, and form. Rhythm
is everywhere. Rhythm, in music, is the
addition and division of sounds and
swilences jnto notes and rests of different
lengths. It is a iecurrence of metrical
units as they group themselVes into reg-
ular or itregular patterns and move
aloitg in- orderly succession. iRhythm is
flowing meter, but it does more than
measure. It generates movement, gives it
a characteristic quality or manner, and
controls the movement by marking it
into units. The term rhythm is not inter:-
changeable with time, tempo, or meter,

but includes or relates -to all three, as
well as to,.most of the other aspects of
music.

Movement Activities
a: Listen to a variety of musical

selections. Gala or tap the basic beat
or underlying pulse of the music. This

.is the primary rhythm, made up of the
regular beats or counts. ImproVise
movement to. this underlying pulse.

b. By listening to many musical
selections, discoifer as manY of the
rhythmic aspec4 as possible. Try to
name them work Iriey with
them to develop a kinestetic aware.
nets and an aesthetic understanding of
the rhythmic elements in movement.
Suggested musical accompaniment:

24 meter Joplin, SCott. Rag
Medley No. 6

meter Satie, Eric. GyMno-4
pedies./ Gilbert, Pia. Music
for the Modern Dance.
Miller, Freda. Albums
II and IV.

3

44 meter Prokofiev, Sergei. Love
of Three Oranges.

A prepared piano he1ps students become aware
of the accompaniment to dance movement,

I.
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86 meter Williams, Ralph J. Tempo in music means the speed

Vaughn. Greens !genes of the measures, the yfrasel their

2. Thee Is another broad, inclusive
term and should be used only in a gen-
eral context. Otherwise, the marerr
specific and less confusing terms such ati
tempo, meter, and duration . shimild be
used when only one of them is involved.
Time hae four common, meinings.,,

Tempo refers to the rate of spred at
which a series of beats Allow each
other. Synonyms are speeit rate,
pace. The terms time and tempo are
not interchangeable; time is too gen-
eral, while tempo is specific with ony
one meaning and is therefore the more
correct, appropriate, and accurate
term. 14'

Meter is the grouping of a definite
. number of recurring couints or beats. ,

SynonYms are measure, bar, time sig-
nature, meter signature... Common
meters re included in the suggested
musical accompaniment examples
listed under Rhythm above. The defi-
nition of meter is not interchangeable

. with tiMe, tempo, or rhkthm. Each of
these terms has its own meaning, firne
and"rhythm being more general and
inclusive t'erms, while tempo and
meter are specific.

. .

Duration means lengt11 of time a
sound or a silence lasti and is often
called note value. Rests, of course,
have the same time values as notes.
Tempo and duration are the more

t' common components of time.
The fourth mewing sometimes

given to time, is Is. more general one:
flow, re lence .of pulsations, or
rhythm )An broad sense, time and all
four of its,. meanings are related to.
rhythm.
To avoid confusion then, the more

precisely appropriate words -2 tempo,
duration. meter, and flow should be
spoken in dance class instead of the
more general time.

duration in actual expenditure of time.
In dance and. mewenrent, tempo means
thk spell of performance inavarying de-
grees from slow to fast. Tempo' involves

-a qualitative Roy/ of events and,corres-
ponds to the ebb and flow ci the tides,
regular but with some variation and
flexibility.

Movement Activities

a. Eetablish an underlying or basic'
beet at a moderate tempo. Walk :.ca%
the beat. Wa# twice as fast as the beat

two steps on each beat. Walk three
times atifast three steps, or triplets,
on each beat. Walk four times as fast
as the beat. Walk half as fast as the .
beat one step on every .other beat
or twice as slow as the beat. Walk
four times as slow as the beat one
sip on every fourth beat. Use other
movements instead of the walk in the
same manner. Change from one
tempo to another on command. Make
planned sequences involving4he
ous tempos experienced.

b. Create and perform a short
movement theme. Perform it twice as
fast, half as fast, three or four times as
fast, four times as slow.

c. Divide the class into two
groups, using percussion instruments:
Oa group chooses a tempo and
establishes an underlyins beat, keep-
ing it steady and ewn. Group two
creates a movement phrase to fit this
underlying beat. Once the beat,
movement, and tempo are performed
accurately, group one watches while
group two performs the movement in
silence. Observe whether the tempo
hat stayed the same, whether the beat
is still evident. Rotate the activities of.
the two groups.

d. Elablish an underlying beat
and tempo with a partner. One person
steps on the beat while the other takes

' two or three steps to each beat. Per-

2 !I
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form the action together; always most frequent and represents two beats

being aware of one's partner. Keep the of quarter-note value.

temPo steadY and stay on the sorM2 The other bask pattern in simple
beat with liartner. Explore four atePs meter is a triple or ternary meter, in
to the beat, one step to every two which two unaccented heats fokow an

held° °r e*erY four beats while pert- accented beat. Tlw most frequent tiiple
ner dintinues moving only ion the meter is 3 but other triple time signs-
underlying beat. "Exchange activities. < 4'

3,
3 3tures include 8,. Triple meters'

e. Create rhythms on various per-
2 16

cussion instnmient . intrease and de- have a rounder, smoother *WRY than

crease the tempo. create movement do duPle meters:which have a down-uP

phrases for the rhythmic phrases and or hammel'actim.qualitY
perform them at varied tempos.

1. Record sounds at ong.speed and
play thenr back at slower and at fastim
speeds. Try moving to these sounds at
the recOrded tempo and at the slower

Compound meters telescope two or
more duple, triple; or both measures
intomme longer measure; creating a new

*nature containing four or any
number of beats c,r counts per_

and faster tempos.
measure. The most common &impound

The beat is the unit at measumrient in Inter achieves frour heats, or a quad-

music. A measure is a grouping of bea, ts ruple meter, bY c°11thininf two thea-

by means of an accent; mossurePare surer of 42 meter' fnte Ohe clUadruPle
separated on the musical staff by 'yertl- measure to make I meter. Airther
cal lines ialled bars, a term often used example is 4 nmier Wiriiih uses four
interchangeably with measure. The . ,f
pulse is a pattern of strong and weak erth7note heats Per 'measure.

stresses that mark off theperiods of time TwO meastrres of triple meter will
in music. The underlying pulse and the coinbine to make a sextuple meter,
basic beat refer to the same concept. The usually Ci ineter. often 6 meter.,

4
combining two measures of meter in-

to orie measure, has a smoothly flowing

effect. In contrast, two measures of 11

rhythmic patterns of strong and weak,
sound and silence, are grouped in twos
and threes or combinations of these.

4. Meter is a mathematical concept. ,4Mer, making meter, if played in fast
A time signatUre, which resembles a 4rtempo becomes an ideal rhythm for
fraction but is not one, appears at the
beenning of a musical composition and .
indicates the quantitative constructibn
of each measure of the composition. The
top numeral of the meter signature te114

the number of beats each measure con-
tains. The lower numeral specifies the
value or duration of the note selected as
the beat, or arbitrary unit' of measure-
ment.

,

There are simple meters and com-
pound meters. Simple meters use mea-
sures with either two or three beats. Ex-
arprilei of two-beat meters, duple or
biriirry, are: of which is the

skipping, galloping, or sliding. Less
common..three measures of triple meter
can be telescoped to make nine counts

9 9per measure, e.g., 8 or 4 meter.

Other compound meters useful to
dance combine a measure each of duple

and triple, becoming Or meter; or

combining twO duples and a triple for ,74

or meter.8

Movement Activities

a. Divide the class into three
groups, sitting on the floor; perform

3° 10



Rhythm is flow* meter, OW it does more thammeasure.
It geiterates movement, gives it a chanzcteristic quality
of manner, and controls the moviment ,by marking it into units.

,

the designated ac.tivities to meter,

keePin8 the asiigned tempo steady
and accurate:

Group 1 claps on count 1.
Group 2 snaps fingers on count 2.
Group 3 snaps fingers.on count 3.

Rotate groups and beats. When
the metrical beat is well estab-
lished, remain in the three groups
and move while' clapphig or snap-

,. ping fingers. Later, try moving
without ,the clapping and finger
snapping-
'b. In 3. meter, all clap on I and4

move on counts 2 and 3. Move any-
where about the room.

c. Responding to I meter, all
move oh count 1 and hold cotints 2
and 3.

d. All stepping on every count of ,
3 meter, phe on count one, releve on4
counts 2 and 3 down, up, up.

e. Arrange the dass in a ,double

ciftle with partners side-by-side, both
facing. counterdockWise. Perform the
down-u1S-up'patte:rn of d above, tre-
ating a carousel effeit. Start _slowly
and increase the tempo; later, de-
crease the speed, coming to a stop.

I. Combine., hvb measures of
three, rnaldng six beats to a measure.-
Perform the carousel 'again as in e.
above, now counting in six instead of
three, for a rhythm of down-"up-up-
up-up-up.

g. With meter, phi on 1 and
relev4 on 2. Perform this in a double
circle as in e and f, the outside circle
doing the pa' on count 1.vand the in-
side circle on count 2. Start slowly, in-
crease the speed, graduallx &Freese
the speed to* stop. Alternate partners
and repeat.
Suggested musical accompaniment for
activities a-g:

3 meter Czerny, Carl. Etudes4
(ballet, waltz).
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Regarrfiess of what aceompaniment
is used, it must be appropriati,
providing the rhythm, tempo,
qualitii, and mood desired for the
dance movement or composition.
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Adamson, Quil4 Piano
for Modarrn Dance;

43 & 8 meter Miller, Freda. In
Albums I, II, IV,
and V.

4 meter PerrepKingsley. lh
,4 Sounds Frohi Way Out,

"Girl from Venus."

4 meter Peirey-Kingsiley. In
Sounds From Way Out,

"Cosmic Aallad. "
Carousel Music. Major
Records

. Work with a variety-of meters ;
to feel and understand the difference,
both in playing them and in moving

. First establish the bask beat
f each meter with a percussion in-

strument; then 'half of the class 'will
accompany while the other half
moves to the 'meters played. Change
so that everyowill have opportuni-
ties to produce the accompaniment
and to move to it being plaYed
others. Use these and any additional

desiied: 3 3 3 2 2 2 6
4 8- 2 4,8.2 4

6 4 -4 5 5 7 7 9 9 .

8 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 8'

i. Move to some of these' different
meters v7ith musical accompaniment.
Try a specific movement to several
different meters and see what differ-
ences in performance feeling, and
quality Occur. Is the rhythm or the
temposief the moveineet changed
when a different meter accompanies
it7 , 4

Suggested musical accompaniment:
34 meter Badings, Henk. Evolu-

Hems, 4faItz

86 Bolling, Claude. Ba o-
que and Blue, jazz.

4 meter Mancini, Henry. Bak!
Elephant Walk, jazz.
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4 7-- Millar, Freda. Ansums I

I and V.
Bach. J. S. &Oki*
Singers. Hacks Greateit
.Hits:

43 meter Brubeck, Dave. Take
Rile (tentpkys fast).

J. Emplore accompanying and'
deicing to combkWd meters. Cont.
bining One melanin, each .of iwo
meters will produce another meter.
Combine" and Meter for 41

meter or add and I meter for a
measure of 7 beats, or 74 meter. Use

thiq meter in the following activi-
ties:

(1) Clap and -chant the bask
.beat (1234567).

(2) Accent counts 1 and. .5
which represents a combination 'of
a 4 and a 3 meter; accent counts 1
and 4, whkh it a 3 and t 4 meter
combination (123447; 1234567).

(3) Accent counts 1. 3, and 5.
representing the combination of
two measures of 42 meter followed

by, ?lie measure of 4-1 meter

(1234567).

, (4) Select several movement
sequences bawd on a count of 7
Perform them in any order, but
teep the same order. Designate the
stage area. Students may start on
oenff stage, may enter at any time,
or leave at any time; and the 'Y may
begin and end at any time. An
example:

for 3 measures of 7 counts,
walk;

for 3 measures of 7 counts,
stand still;

for I measure of 7 counts,
move down to the floor level:

for 1 measure of 7 counts,
lie still on the floor;

for any number of.measures

of 7 counts, slc41y-rfse to
standing;

for any number of nutastues
of 7 colints, quiday tuul re-
peatedly touch a part or arel
the body with the. hands

Anima,. 'shoulders, heat foot,
hip, and so on. In any hatpin,
repeat all until the end of the
music. ,

Suggrated musical accompani-
ment:

Brubeck, 'Dave. Unaquare
Dance.

k. Prepare a planned sequalce of
mixed meter using at least four dif-
ferent meters with -varied numbers of
measures of each, preferably not in
four-meisure segments. Clap it, play
it on instruments, and move to ft,
using the primaty- rhythm basic
beat ohly, and accenting-count 1 of
each 'measure.

I. , Compose examples of iccumu-
latioe rhythm. the device of expand-
big or contract's% a meteihy definite
planned addftilms or subtriktions in
the number of beats per ,:measum.
After any- partkular sequence of
accufnulative rhythm is created; one
group will continue to play it while
others move to it, or use it as accom-
wiment for a short dance..stikly or

) composition. notate expealences. For
accumulative patterns to emerge with
clarity, count 1 of each mfasure must
be accented. Examples:

(1) A simple progressive order
1/12/123/1234/12345, expand-

ing. -

A simple prOgressive order
12345/ 1234/123/12/1, contract-
rtg

.Comttination expanding from

to 5, and contracting back to 1; the
5 measure idly be played either
once or twice.

?
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A similar progreisive order; ets-
pancUng .from 1 to. 7. or any other .
number; sautamtracting back to 1.

q) *A progressive- .orchr in
which eich meter is played with
two or 'num measuies before ex-
panding or contracting, such as
112233445544332211.

(3). A -Progreasive orckr
ing both repeats and skips between
meters this example,. 1133.5577-
.553311, is a satisfying on, to do.

(4) A Progressive orrkr 'which
expands on one path and contracts
on another 24607531.

(5) A definite order that is not
simple progressive one 1
5241.

(6) Devise an order, ilum place
one measure of a short meter,
usually or each two
measures of the *t.L order a
constant meter between the atcuni-
ulative Meters.

(5) Plan other accumulative
rhythm sequences as accompani-
ment for short studies; the order
must be definite and it . must he
known to all students working
with it; otherwise, anything is
possible.

For more advanced stuckmts,
tart rhythm is a challenging

experience, both to create the sounds
and to move to it. Resultant rhythm
is accomplished by combining two
unequal meters simultaneously; the
pattern of accents of the two meters is
the resultant rhythm. Students should
have had writ* with metrical accent
before attempting this. See the next
section on accent,

(1) The simplest resultant
rhyt1n is formed from the simul-

combination of two 'ilea-
34 meter and three mea-

of 2 meter. *These meters
4

can be played and 'claneed
rately at first by all students, then
with half doing meter while the
other` litaf do meter at same
time, which. woukl look likc this:
for &lid 6 counts:1 2 1 2 3

' 1 2 1 2 2

FlaYing just the aCCented beats
produces the resultant rhythm:
1-345--

( 2 3 4 5 6).
(2) A mcwe exciting and satisfy-

hts: resultant rhythm can be ob-
taiited by combining a 3 meter With
a 4 meter for a total sequence of 12
counts or beats. The bask beat can
bs any note value, but a quarter
note is probably simplest. These
two meters can be treated as" the 2
and 3 were in 1 above. Experience
the meters separately; both at same
time, by dividing the claim; then
extracting the resultant sit for
more extensive musical dance

tent. It will this:
2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 four

measures of 3
24

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4ci12 3 4 three

measures of 4.

- - 7 ; 11) - - one measure.
of 12.

5: Accent. In musk, stronebeats orn
accents occur at regular intervals on'
every otleftfleat, eliry third or fourth
beat, and so on., The metrical accent, or
prirriary accent, groups beats into mea-
sures, hence the first beat of the measure
generally 'receives the strongest accent.

In longer meters, there may be a secon-
dary accent, for example, on count 3 in

a 4-beat meter or on count 4 in a 6-beet
meter. An accent may be placed arbi-

trarily on any beat or portion of a beat
to achieve an off balance effect. Another
utilization of accent will be considered
in 'section 7, Syncopation, of this
chapter.
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a
in e must ac a ce between and vatiet*

between t'bovement and rest, and between symmetry and asymmetry.
4

Movment ActiOties
a Observe where the accents

occur in a song or other musical selec-
tion. Clap the beats with strongest
aap on the accent of each measure.
Clap just the accents.

b. Walk, stamping the accented
beats, .but stepping on.tvery beat.

c. Step only on the accents.
d. Walk, leading with a definite

part c4 the body on each accent;
chanie the lead ttanother body part
on the next accent...ft'

e. Divide the class into three
groups. All students in group one, at
the same time, change focus quickly
and sharply on each a4cent.
group two will change direction on
each accent, and group three will
change level on each accent, all con-
tinuing a basic walk on every beat.

35

f. ExpeTiment with placing move-
ment accents on beats not accented iz
tbe musk. The movement accents
need not match those of the accom-
paninwnt. Working contrapuntally
'with the music adds variety and
heightens interest.
Suggested musical accompaniment:

Copland, Aaron. "Hoe-Down,"
fronyRodeo.

Carlos, Walter. "Jesu; joy of
Man's Desiring," from Switched
on Bach. Synthesizer,

Khachaturian, Aram. "Sabre
Dance," from Gayna Ballet
Suite.

Tcbaikovsky, Peter. "Russian
Danced" from Nutcrackes.

Bjorn,. Frank. "Alley Cat." Fun
:Music Piano, Bent Fabric.

g. Provide numerous experiences
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in accompanyitii;li playing different
meterrto gain skill in producing ac-
cented and ,unacceded beats end
notesioAt the accented beats are

dearly state&
the third aspect of

time, after and meter. Although
it can refer to' of a phrasel a
part, or a total _it is more
frequently related to thelength of 'time
the various notes sound, and is called
note value. Masisal notation is based
upon a mathematical subdivision of the
whole note: divided by two produces
two half lutes (,)), divickd by four pro-
duces four quarter notes ( ), divided
hreight Produees eight eighth(.) notes,
divided by sixteen produces 16 sixtieth
notes ()), and-so forth. To obtain divi-
sions other thin by twos, other devices
are used: triplets dividing a note by
three instead of two; tied notes

t possible to hold a sound for a
t length of time by taking the

value pf two notes for one sound; dotted
notes increasing the value of the note
by ialf its original value; And other
morIcomplicated means.

if th basic beat is a quarter note, it
equals one count, a half note equals two
counts, a whole note equals four counts,
an eighth note is half a count, and a
sixteenth note is one-fourth of a count.
,There are thirty-second notes, but they
are practically impossible to delineate
accurately in human'moveMent.

Movement Activities
a. Clap and move to the duration

of the notes: particularlk wholes,
halves, quarters, and eighths, and
briefly, sixteenths.

b. Divide the class intP four
groups. Each group selects one note
and creates four measures of move-
ment for the chosen note. All groups
perform these movetnent phrases to-
gether. Each groupuld be aware of
the other groups' note values. Change
notes and repeat.

c. Each groop creates a movement
Ara, using at least three different
note values. Perform it for the etam
Ask the witching stuck:its to deter-
mine which notes ire being per-
formed. Dancers muss be accurate for
the audienCe to. perceive and under-
stand the differed notations. .

d., Experiment with different ac-
companiments for these movement
phrases, using prepared piano, per-
cussion Instruments, voice, or other
sotulds.

7. Syneopadon is a rhythm created
by placing accent(s) on normally weak
beat(s) or portion(s) of beat(s) in the
measure. Stated in another way, Synco:.
pation is a tenporary displacement Of
the reviler metrical acient so that ac-
cents 'do not 'occur on the normally
stressed beits of a measure. It can be felt
only wlem one is coriseious of the
regular or basic beats of the measure.
Syncopation frs an accent that has . been
manipulated.' Several of the simpler
ways of achieving syftcopation are: (1)
arbitrarily shifting the acclo- to a'
normally unaccented beat; (2) ornittieg
the first beat, normally accented, by
.substituting a rest on that beat; (3)

. making the first note in the Measure of
less value than the beat, for eXample,
beginning a measure with.den eighth(

note or a triplet; (4) trying the last note
of the previous theasure across the bar
line to the ft note of the measure,
which would otherwise hve .been ac-
cented; and (5) tying a wrak beat to the
next strong beat, thus emphasizing the
and count of a beat.

lMovement Activities
a, Clap the 'underlying beat uf-:

meter, keeping it stead); and the
tempo even.

b. Walk and clap dig' underlyini

c. Standing, clap counts and say

36
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r.

"and" after each laeat (1 and 2 and 3
and 4 and).

cL ,Clap the four counts and snap
fingers on and. -

e. Standing, speak the counts and
accent the ands by moving one area of
the body.

f. Experiment with the iriovement
activity in e abnve, moving it across
the floor.

g. Two groups perform the under-
lying beat and . the syncopation to-
gether. One group walks altd claps the
uncisglifing beat. Group two creates
movement that . accents the "and"
counts. Repeat, with groups changg
activities.
Suggested musical accompaniment:

Miller, Freda. Albums I, II,
and IV.

Anderson, LeRoy. Syncopated
Clock.

Gershwin, George. . Prelude
No. III.

h. Play with percussion instru-

ments or clap a meter which has
two eighth notes on count 1. Notice
how the...aCcent then falls on count 2.
Repeat this patteht for several mea-
sures, then contrast it with several
mear;ures of quarter notes inserting
only one measure of eighth motes on
count 1. When repetition of the first
pattern begins to sound normal, or at
least a bit monqtonous, the second
pattern using occasional syncopation
creates an element of surprise and is
more effective. Try the same witli part
of the group moving while the 'el ac-1
company, then exchange groups.

i. Using percussion instniments,
&vise an accompaniment Ka, selected
meter during which a rest is occasion-
ally.substituted for count 1, the beat
that would normally be accented.
This ackents count 2.

j. Explore with instnmtenfs and
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otber sounds in several meters some
other ci.vices for achieving syncopa-

. tion in Music and movement rhythm.

8. Dynamics in müiIc denotes the de-
gree of toudnets or softness at wisich it is
played. In dance, dynamics is the degree
of forcefulness or lightness given to the
performance of movement, and is
closely telated to -the energies and quali-
ties of mbvement. bynamics is forte,
intensity, emphasis, *hich are some-
what synonymous terms, and it includes
accent,. 'crescendo, 'diirtinuendo,
staccato, and legato*, and many Other
changes in volume and tension.\

Movement Activities
. a. Develop an undemtanding of

dynamics in music and accompani-
ment, and the meanings and moods
which are evoked by variations in 114
volume and changes in its intensity.
Experiment with musical dynamics
and its relationship, with the energkm
tensions, and quaDties ofmovement.

'b. Establbh an accompaniment
with notes of full value which move
withnut any break into the next notes
in a longer meter, perhaps a 6-count
meter or longer, which will produce a
legato oc relaxed effect with the
sounds tied together and flowing into
each other. Movement to this accom-
paniment will be smooth -and un-
broken, even sustained in juality.

c. Create a Tntrasting accom-
paniment of extremely short notes
with rests between them, giving a
staccatcreffect. The resulting move-
`ment to this accompaniment will tend
to be light, bouncy, perhaps jerky and
percussive..

d. Experiment with musical
dYnamics While increasing or decreas-
ing the number of dancers in a &pup.
Tension tan be created by adding
dancers one by one to a performing
group: for example, one performer
begins a dance Arose which has been



mated in advance. and practiced by
the whole gioup; estch time tin? phrase
Is repeated =otter dancer is added

\ until a largefoup s perfortming in
unison; gradually decrease the size of
the group, one by one, until only one

-dancer is left on stage dancihg. This
hic iclea is similar to a big

and clecteiFendo of sound,

op

may be cfined as a suc-
cesiicin of rotes definitely related to
each Oh" Ana perceived hY the mind ei
a meaningful musical shape. A common
synbnym is hoe. A melody has a con-
scintis arrangement, with a beginning, a
middle, and an end. It is closely related
to other hmdamentals Of music: timbre,
harmony, form, and rhythin. The rela-
tionship with rhythm is of greatest con-
cern as accdmpaniment for dance, while
harmony is probably of least import,
ance. Fbrm will be consickred later -in
this chapter.

a. Timbre is the quality of sound,
the tone, the pitch .of the notes that
create the rise and fall of the melodiZ
lin, in music.

Learning Activities
(1) Learn to

ous tone colors -of m
vari-

instru-
ments by listenin& to them on -re-
cordings, in films, and at music

Arp concerts.
(2) Become familiar with the

sounds of various instrumental
famiLies: strings, woodwinds,.
brass, and percussion.

(3) Listen to and become ac-
quainted with musical instruments
that have unusual sounds not often
heard: e.g., harp, harmonica,
autoharp, banjo, hand piano,
celesta, xylophone or marimba,
bass and soprano woodwinds
(saxophone, bassoon, and clari-
nets), harpsichord, sitar, or glock-
enspiel.
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(4) pismes.tone Walk)! end in-
sfrumentation when worldng with
other aspects of music: rhithat;
nielody, dynamics, ,and form.

(5) Use &fagot recordings of
the same musical composition to
demonstrate how the. Character, ..

mood, tone qualities, and tempo
may change in diffezent &raw,
ments and instrumentation.

(6) Osten to recordings with
varkd instrunwniation and crelste
movement utilizing one or more of
thise recce-dings as a stimtdus for
mood snd style.

0) Study various groupings.of
ensembles, symphonies, and
bands. Explore which are better for
smail and for large groups for
choreograiihy.

(6) boiscoirq which group of
tone qualities is thi most suitable .

for a -particular mood and
acter of dance.

e Suggested musiCal acgrinpariiin'ent:

Instruments of Orchestra
Msegerpiecia of Music Before

17,50
For comparim compTitions
Bach, J. S. Fugue in C Minor,
recorded by Swingle Sihgers (

HarPalchana
Piano
Synthesizer

Bach, J. S. Little Fugue in G
Minor, recorded by

'Orchestra
Organ

Bach, J. S. fesu, Joy of Man's
Desiring, recorded by

Switched on Bach
Synthesizer
Band, "Joy" Kimbo records

Consult music director for
other comparisons.

White, Ruth. Music for
Contemporary Dance CC-61,2



,

Motifs for Dance Composition
CC-611

Motivations for Modem Dance
CC-6104

b. Secondary ritythm can be pro-
duced without melody, tone, or
harninnY, as in claPPin8, taPPing
pencil on the table, or beating a one-
tone drum. A melody, however, must
have notes of varying lengths that cre-
ate a pattern of natural accents; in
other words, melody must have sec-
ondary rhythm. Melody has both pri-
inary and secondary rhythm. The pri-
mary rhythp or the metrical beat was
ctionsidered as one of the aspects of
meter in section 4. Secondary rhythm
derives from the combinUtion of note
values, rasts, and accents utilized to
create the melody. A familiar song
can be recognized just from the clap-
ping or tapping of the secondary
rhythm with nb change of tone what-.
ever.

(1) Clap the secondary rhythm
of the actual note pattern which
makes up the melodic line, then
put this pattern into movement,
with a new movement, rep, o
cent coming on every rnote.
this with several different songs oil

'short musical compositions. Now
clap the primary rhythm of the
same selections. Finally, divide the
class into four groups: one group
plays the secondary rhythm on
percussion instruments while group
2 mov'es on the secondary rhythm;
group 3 plays the primary rhythm,
or basic beat of the meters Used

while youp & moves Only on the
Underlying rhythm which states
the meter of -the piece being used.
All four groups perform slimil-y,taneously, the difference
between the tw rhythins and how
they cbmplement and enhance
each other.

(2) Compose a shp.rt secondary

rhytlun sequence to a spefific
meter. Part of the class plays' it,
while' another part of the class
moves to it, making some new
action on every note. The, rest of
the class translates this sequence
into movement, first in secondary,
then in primal,' rhythm; later try
using both rhythms at once in
movement, either by sWitching
baek and forth between the two
rhythms or by establishing the pri-
mar), rhlythm with one part of the
body, topping this with any ?their
Pall(s) of the body delineating tiw
the secondary rhythm, or the note
pattern of the melody.

10. Phrase. Momentum is a . basic
characteristic of music, an unhindered
rhythmic flow through time. However,
a melody or a rhythm needs breathing
spaces, some musk:al punctuation to
divide the flow of time into shorter seg-
ments for claritrinsLease in under-
standing. The pauses in rhythm serve a
purpose similar to that served by
°MIMS, seilliCIAQIRS, and periods in
language. As words are gathered into
hrasei, dauses, sentences, and para-

graphs to convey a message so, too,
must musical statements follow intelligi-
ble sequences with notes grouped into
half phraset, phrases, and sections or
parts.

The, phrase is the next larger segment
in musical structure after the measure. A
phrase will contain a designated number
of measures, not necessarily divisible%y
two or four. Even-numbered phrases of
4, 8, or 16 measures will often divide
into half phrases a question and
answer, or a statement and reply.
Phrases of 6'or 12 measures, or even 10
or 14 measures, will sometimes break
into recognizable half phrases too.

Phrase lengths group into three most
frequently used types; phrases of regular
lengths, usually of 4 or 8 measures,
which divide easily into half phrases and
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have a syMmetritil arrangement;
phrases of unusual length but with all
phrases within a composition being the
same length: e.g., 3, 5, 7, and others
theie are more challengh* than using
compositions with phrases of ustut
length; and phrases of different lengths .

within the same composition, a more
asymmetrical arrangement with a con-
temporary feeling,, although a number
of ancient and fathiliar folk tunes do
contain phrases of at least two different
lengths: e.g., "America" and "Sluman-
doah."

Phrases begin either on the first beat
a strong beginning or an upbeat or

anacrusis a weak beginning, either on
the "and" of the preceding measure
beforothe bar line or on any beat of the
preceding measure except the first beat.
The phrases which begin with an
anacrusis are more difficult to reiognize
than those which begin positively on
tomtit I., but are more subt4. and inter-
esting to use in choreography. Skipping,
galloping, 'and sliding, for example,
begin on the upbeat and fit more com-
fortably to music whose ithrases' als))
begin on the "and" count.

Similarly, phrases may end on either
accented, strong ending or unaciebted,
weak ending, beats. The strongest end-.
ings will use a long note or a note fol-.
lowed by a rest, placing this note on
count 1 of the last measure in the phrase.
As a point of accuracy in building
phrases which begin with an anacrusis,
the last measure of the phrase can con-
tain only the number of beats or por-
tions-of beats that -were not used in the
anacrusis at the befginning of the phrase;
thus a phrase could end on count 1, 2,3,
or even 4 if the upbeat was only the
"and" from count 4.

AN

Movement Activity
a: Listen to music and discover

where. Musical or melodic phrases
begin and end. Create movement to
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fit these phrase's after they are identi-
fied. Folk dancesand other folk music
have phrases that are short aid easy
to recognize. For this reason, they are
excellent musical examples for the be-
ginning student to analyze and re-
spond to in.movement.

,

b. Walk, run, ..hop, cir himp,
changing direction at the beginning of
'each new phrase. Repeat, changing
the Movement activity on 'each nevi
phrase.' Music with even rhythm is
suitable for this activity; 44

meters are useful

above
using the skip, gallop, and For
this, music with arkuneven is

preferable; the best meters
6
3.

d. Use complete phrases to change
levels. ,

e. Assign students the following
moVernents to Petform lii any order
they wish. Once chosen, they must
keep the order. Designate the stage
area. Students may enter the stage and
exit when they please, and may start
or end their portico of the dance as
they wish. The movements to be used
are;

slide for one phrase
skip for one phrase
stand still for one phrase
swing a partner for one phrase
repeat at will.

On a second performance, ihe stu-
dents will create the movement
Phrases to be used in this choreo-
graphic experience.

f. Working with a partner, using
half phrases in a citiestion and answer
relationship, one partner improvises a
movement phrase as a statement or
question, and the other partner im-
provises a movement phrase as a re-
sponse. Repeat, change relationships
with the ,secOnd partner now making



the,first These phrases do
ttot need t be of the same-length.

g. Ado to Ow action in e above;
two more studen(s, one of whom ac-
campanies.the statement maker and
the other actuompanies the stUdent
who dances the response.

h. One partner Feates a move-.
ment phrase, dancing Only on the
beat; the other partner responds with
a Movement phraseslone in syru-opa-

. lion. lieverse the order, with the state-
ment in syncopation and the ansWer
on the beat. Do the same activity with
percussion instrumerits orjother
sounds. ,

i. Create movement phrases and'
change the tempo; chanige the dynam-

, ics, the energy level or volume. Per-
form the same phrase ut!ing different
groupings: solos, duets, frias, or
vows of five, sevgn, or nine. Part of
the 'class will accompany- this move-
tnent phrase fits several ramifica-

Suggestsed musical accompaniment:
Smith, Arthur. Battling Ban*

Polka.
Sclifiin, Lao. More Mission

Impossible.
Gershwin, George. Prelude

No. 1 or

11. Form. All arts rely heavily on fprnzt
or structure music, dance, architec-
ture, painting, sculpture, and the
literary arts. Both music and dance,
whose material is ephemeral and intang-
ible, have an imperative itieed for form
to mold more lasting impressions upon
the hearer or viewer. Music aid dance
exist in time and differ i#1 this respect
'from painting or sculpture ttut some-
what reliirnble the ,reading of a nave'
with -one' wital difference. When atten-

Ilion wavers or a point is lost, the reader
can go back and re-reict, -a convenience
which the person heasing music or

watching dance Is denied. Because of
this c?ntinuous moving forward in time
of music or dance, - s
memory must be periodically.
Soine repetition is whether
obvious or subtle.

Some plan, pattern, or formula aids
the composer or choreograpluy. While
no mandatory rules for composition
exist, there are broad and flexible wind-
pies of construction. Composition of
music or of dance is progression toward
a goal: starting from one point, moving
to another point, and stopping when it
has finally 'arrived.

Form is the rational developmnt of
componeht parts into a totality a to,
getherness
achieve
variety,
and be

of movement. Form must
between unity and

movement and rest,
symmetry and' asymmetry.

The flow of musical action is based
upon a series.of statenients and counter-
statements. A thematic.statement is suc-
ceeded by a counterstatement which
may be ,a repetition,. a variation, or
contrast. Musical forms fit into several
types which must be recognized and
understood by choreographers7 who
intend to use musical selections for their
dances. Many dance forms do use
musical forms as their airomPaniment
and basic strUcture.

There are two basic= ways to extend
-music and dance in time': (1) add phrases
to the origilial statement the part
structures, or (2) continue the ,move-
ment for a long lime with no dearly
designated points of arrival and depar-
tpre with momentum controlling the
structure the contrapuntal structures.

The
Part Structures

a. eriod form, or one-mt song
form ( , is based upim the phrase. It
takes its name literally from its exam-
matical counterpart, the sentence
which ends with a period to indicate
completion of the thought. A period

I /



in music is a seCtion, usually
. phrases Jong, which contains a com-

plete musical idea and ends with a
condusive ooint of arrival. ,Musical
examples induct Lonesome Road,
Shertandoah, On op of Old Smoky.
George Gershwin s Prelude No. III
(very fast tempo), and Rimski-
Korsakov's Song of India .(one long

I A).

b. Binary form, or two-part song
form (ABL is the Simplest of the chulti-
ple forms with one Period, or part,
answered by another period in perfect

es...symmetry. The cadence of the first
section is inconclusive, giving the im-
pression that further action will fol-
low, while the point of arrial, of the
second part is definite, marking the
completion of the form. The short
preclassic dance pieces from the ba-
roque suites of tlw seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries were mainly two-
part forms: the bourrtte, minuet,
gavotte, pavane, allemande, cour-
ante, galliard saraband, rigaudon;

'passepied, and gigue. Many of Bath's
compositions utilized the binary form.
It is likewise common in folk and folk
dance music.

c. Ternary form, or three-1)aft
song form (ABA), brings back the,
first part to round off the form
provide the melodic repetition
in many songs, dances,. and marches.
The, important feature is the contrast;
ing episode appearing between the
two statements .of the principal theme
in the familiar statemerit-depirture-
return of the common song form. The
repetition of the A establishes unity
while ,the B supplies variety. An
.AABA ,structupt is silll basically a
three-part form based on the principle
of return to the 'initial theme after a
contrasting section appears. The
lengths of the three parts may vary
greatly. Musical examples include No-
body Knows the Trouble I've Seen,

. V.

Rodrigues La Cumparsita (tang0),
Gershwin's Prelude No. IL

d. Rondo form, sometimes chsfs-
nated five-part song form (ABACA),
evolves from the klea of multiple re,
currinces. A well-defined prindple
tfusre'recurs after the Introduction of
,each contrasting episode. There must
be ;Oast two digressions (A & B)
from the A thine, bpt , there' may
be any nuMber, creating seven-
Part (ABACADA) or nine-part
(ABACADAEA) or lpnger . rondo
forms, but there must always be at
least a Partial return of the A theme
between all added parts. A' simple
type of rondo utilizes lie fnlk ppn-
ciple of a recurrir refrain with a new
stanza between every two reatr-
rences, the verse-and-chorus form.
The rondo form was favored by
classical composers Haydn,' Mozart,
and Beethoven for the fast movements
at the _dose of sonatas and sympho-
nies.

e. Theme ar!d variations is an imi-
tative structure related to the peried
form (A A1 A2 A3 A4 As, sirt'a sis on)
with a much higher .development of
the expantions and variatinns. Each
variation recalls the A theme and pro-
vides a contrast to that theine at the
same time. Methods of varying the
theme ansendless, but several types of
vaftationS are mentioned: (1) melodic

. or decorative variation; (2) harmonic
variation; (3) rhythmic or structural'
variation, with the theme becoming
a waltz, a schottische, a march, or a
cha cha; (4) dynamic variation with
changes in tone color, style, and emo-
tional character; (5) instrurieental var-
iation, where the theme pa paised
among cllfferent sectians of the
orchestra or the movement is passed
from group to grotip in a dance com-
position; and (6) additive variation,
of which The, Twehre Days of Christ-
Mas is a (laminar example.
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Contrapuntal Structures

In-' contrast to the part structures
which are essentially hOrizontal in their
additions and extensions, the contra-
puntal structures have a vertical dimen-
sion and continue thi.movement with-
out dearly designated artkulations. The
structure of contrapuntal music.is more
difficult to recolmize than the sectional,
or part, struttures which make up the
first category of musical form.

Musical line, fonned by a succession
of tones. is mainly horizontal, although
some contour does develop from the dif-

. ferences in pitch ahd duration. A chord,
however, has a vertical relationship of
notes. Counterpoint places two or more
distinctive musital lines against each
other simultaneously. It crambines- two
or more level; of music at once, setting
each note against a corresponding note
on another line of the staff or level of
pitch. Polyphony, which means music
for Many voices, is commonly 'used as a
synonym for cola& rpoint, and' the ad-
jectives polyphonic and contrapuntal
are interchangeable. The opposite term
monophony means music for one Voice.

Two types of contrapuntal, or
vertical, structure can lie used effectively
in' dance composition, even by less ad-
vanced students: The first type uses a
constantly recurring bass theme over
which continuous melodk inirention
occurs. This unchanging bass motif is
often called a ground bass, or bass
ostinato; these terms derive from
ostinato, meaning obstinate, a process
of repeating the same ' musical figure
over and over continually, often as a
purely rhythmic device. The ground
bass becomes .a level separate from the
musk above it and a contrapuntal rela-
tionship ensues with interplay between
at least two distinguishable levels. The
grmmd bass motilcan be as short as one
measureor as long as a complete phrase.
Its constant reiteration furnishes empha-

sis. Les Baxter's recording of
lage utilises a two-measure
which changes slightly in the
giving the impression of a
(AB) whereas it is essentially a contra-
puntal structure. The predassic passe-
caglia and chaconne, in triple meter, are
both associated with a remind bass.;

The second type of -contrapuntal
structure with possibilities for danc, at
less than advamed levels of ability is the
canon, a literal imitation by one vcdce of
a preceding voice at agiven interval. All
parts grow out. of one; the melody ac-
companies itielf. In a four-part canon,
the second, third, and fourth parts
repeat the first, each starting a few beats
or measures after the preceding part.

The most popular and familiar form
of canon is the round, a simple type of
imit'ation in which several voices begin
at different points and sing the same
melody over and over. The round is
somewhat limiting but is easy to under-
stand and to perform, either in music or
dance movement. Examples of rounds
are legion; well-known ones indude
"Row, Row, Row Your Boat;" "Three
Blind Mice"; 'Down by the Station";
"White Coral ' Belk"; "Litile Tommy
Tucker"; and "Frere Jacques" or "Are
You SleePing, Brother John?"

Another contrapuntal form, the
fugue, is midi more complicated, but
does have possibilitbrs in dance compo-
sitidn for advanced dancers and chore.
ograplers onlY. Literally, fugue means
flight and refers to a composition in
which vilicesAllow or chase each other.
it features sirccessive treatments `of the
theme by all voices.

bass

form

Activities In Musical and Movement
, Form

a. For each font*, listen to musical
selections and learn to distinguish its'.
durractiristics and feeling.

b. Improvise movement to fit the
particular form, repeating as closely
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as possible when the musical theme
repeats and devising contrasting
movement when the min& inserts a
contrasting 3, C, or D into the com-
position.

c. Choreograph movement to
create &ince compositions based on
and ismompanied by a selected` musi-
cal form. First Experktrices shotild be
with the easier period, binary, and
ternary forms or simple rounds in
contrapuntal form.

d. Compoie, an ruxcenpaniment
using a-specific musical form; keep it
fairly short and simple, but utilizer a
variety of sources of sound: instru-
ments, percussive and othenvise;
piano and prepared piano; vocal
sounds arid other self-sounds; ekc-
trunk, environmental, end taped

- sounds tiped especially for this
composition.'

e. Use varied groupings appropri-
ate io the musical form employed for
choreography: for instance, four
groups work tbgether well in dancing
a round or a canon; different groups
might be assigned to work out each
variation in a theme and 'variations;
and three groups could create and-
dance each of the separate parts in a
rondo;

f. For working with pre-classid
dance forms and music, cirhsult Louis
Horst's Pre-Clasiic Dance 'Forms.
Learn and perform. one .or rnorio. of
these dances. Create your own ac-
companiment for the dance after
briefly experiencing'the dance accom-
panied bp the piano music lin the
book. Keep the same structure!. meter,
and tempo, but find your own' Melo-
dic line and different tone quality with
instruments or sounda other ,than
piano.

Other suggestions for musical
accompaniment:

Gilbert, Pia and Lockhfrt,,
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Aileette. kluitic for Modern
Dance. Record.

Lockhart, Aileene and ?ease,
Esther. Modern Dance
Building and Teaching Les-
sons. Book.

Norris, Dorothy and Shiner,
Reva. Keynotes for Modern
Dance. Record No, 611.

4

Praetorius. Michael. Six
Dernitze. Archly Prockc-
9Ims-

Miller, Freda. Albulit V. -

Musk is ar) art r4 movenwnt in time.
_Dance moves in both spmze and - dine.

Rhythm shapes the melody, clynamks,
and form of music; and the. patterns,
accents, anci form of dance. It binds to-
gether the parts within the whole: the
notes within the measure, the measures
within.the phrase, the phrases th7

of music achieves a dimension time
comparable to the spatial dimension
achieved by the dancer, architect, and
sculptor.

Other' Soorreaaml Motivations in
Dance Accompaniment

Although some of the following ideas
have been mentioned earlier in other,
conivitS, they will be Suggested again
here to call attention to potential sources
'of sound to use in dance accomphniment
And point out motivational possibilities
in movement and adjuncts to movement
that could otherwise be overlooked;
Each idea is treated only briefly.

1. Percussive Sounds
a. Plan many opportunities fOr

dance students of all levels of ability
to experience not only moving with
percussion accompanimev but, more
importantly, to become familiar with
the many instruments available 'and
and the quality of the sourlds each can
produce. Include as many of these in-
strument:1' as. budget will permit:
woodblocks; xylophones or martin:.



ts,

A

Etp lore the soun4-making ;latently.] of the hurnan voice,
incbiding sounds ,that can b e made by the throat, mouth, and lips.,

bas, sandblocks, rhythm sticks; tri-
angles, gongs; tambourines, shakers
and maracas; drums single-
headed (dance ) conga drum), '
double-headed (tom-tom) and
double-drum (bongos); 4111d other
Latin band instruments. .

b. Experiment with the available
instrumenti to discover how many
ways they can be used to produce
sounds other than the usual
Combine some of these disco
sounds into a short corn n to
which other students can aph
a dance composition to ch. per-
form tfw percuision dance com-
positions together, usi as many stu-
dents as necessary.

c. Collect ford objects and as-
sorted junk from which to create in-
struments. Anything which will maki
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.a sound when rubbed, scratched,
thumped, !haken, or struck has po-
tentjal as a percussion instrument.
Find maierials which can be combined
in various waye tq make tan instru-
ment.

. With these selflconstnicted in-
ments, do the activithis described

b above.
e. Use both self-made and pur-

chased instruments in the same. com-
position, eliciting as many different
sounds and tone qualities as possible.
Play the composition as accompani-
ment for dance movement Planned for

2. Vocal Sountis
a. Explore the sound-making po-

tentiat.of.the human voice, inauding
sounds that can be *madf by the
throat, mouth, .and lips. Use a Planned
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sequence of these sounds, in different
tempos, dynamks, and duration, as
accompaniment tO nuavement and ag
a stimulus to dance coniposition.

b. Provide opportunities for stu-
cknts to direct rhythmic activities
through the use of their voices. Help
them become aware 01 the range of
intonation and pitch as well as accent
and dynamks in the human voice. A
student couldjer-eiumple, practice
accompanying the class with the voice
while the class is performing tvariety
of locomotor movements: Adis,
slides, gallops,
mazurkas, waPl:Isk,a41117titisrtss,
prances hops, lumps, or leaps.

c. Give opportunities for sektcted
students to htstruci jhe class in quali-
ties of moveinent, such as ftercussive,
sustained, vibratory, swinging, col-
lapin& and suspended. This will in-
cease awareness a the most-effective
ways to utilip the voice to accom-
pany movements li a wide dynamic
range. _

cl. Compose a movement pattern
or short study to Lewis*, Carroll's
labberwocky.

e. Write a poem made up of non-
, sense sounds and syllables. Create a

dance which. this poem can accom-
pany, then perform it for the rest of
the class with a small voice choir
speakhig the nonsense poem.

,

3. Self-Sounds and Environmental
Sounds 1

a. Explore all the possibilities of
sound-making with only the human
body, exclusive of the voice; clapping
with hands palms, heels, fingers,
back of hand, heel 'and fingers of
oPPnalte hand, fists, fi0 into Palm,
evil others; dapping with Ile feet
soles, hie's, ball of one foot to top of
other, inside borders, other possibili-
ties; slapping various parts ot the

' body with one or both hands; punch-
, ing different parts of body with fists;

finger snappinc hiardng, whistliUg,
blowing, cUd and other sOunds
with tin tongue. Create a alert com-
position frool a. selection of these
.solmds, Possibly in period (A) or
binary (AD) form. Perform it while
others .improvise mettemmt to 41 ar
make a short denim.

b. With .a partn& work togiduer
t0- discover all possible sounds that
can be made with two bathes. FUllow
gen*Tal sainatitions in 'a above,' but
without, the sounds thevoice can pro-
duce.

c. Create a phrase ,of dance ac-
companintent, using the ernriron-
mental sotinds available in the studio.
Possibilities include taprikqg walls,
floors, and other objects with pencil,
wooden block or board, broomstick,
or piece of metal; stamping with- the
feet on floor, platform, .steps, table,
chair's; dragging small piece of metal
amiss the rilrs*ti iteant radiators, or:
other irregular .surfices that will not
be-damaged by this; the hum 0/radia-
tors, ventilating sydem, or other
motor which may be in the room;
radio or phonograph static, or a stuck
record,. and many other surfacts and
objects in the classroom. .

An experience similar to c
above might be located in an outdoor
area, where the environmental sound
possibilities.would be quite different.

e. Any of the forgoing accoMpani-
ments, once devised, altered, and ap-
proved as suitable might be put on
tape for present and future use.

4. Electronic Sounds
The possibilities in electronic sound are
"endless and increase year by year as new
machines are invented and old ones are
refined. Both the teacher and students
shouldbecome familiar with as many of
these as feasible, if not actually used by
the class- for accompaniment, then at
least by listening to recordings which
contain sounds made electronically. The
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suggestions which folloW must be
selected for use only where the necessary
equipthent is available and students ate
sufficiently advanced to dse it intelli-
gently and effectively.

a. Experience the syntheaker -as
acconipaniment for dance. improvisa-
tions and 'choreography.

b. Create dance 'phrases accom-
panied solely by mechanical sounds.

c. Uie three or more radios. Turn
thein on and off, raise aid lower the
volume, manipulate tone controls,
Produce unprecliCtal:.de sounds. Im-
pmvise &nee movement to this
accompaniment.

d. Prepare several fijipei using
varied types of sounds: voice, per-
cussion, musk, enCironmental.
Maki One tape, uaing two or more
tracks, containing all of the other
tapes played at different teMpos, for-
ward and backward, loud and 'soft,
and on and off. Improvise dance
movement, to these sounds and Per-
haps choreograph a dance to this
taped accompaniment.

e. Using rhythm machines, turn to
any . basic rhythms: march, tango,
runiba,* cha cha, or waltz. Have stu-
cknts improvise movement phrases to
these sounds.

f. Tape two of the balk rhythms
on rhythm 'machine; Put these to-
gether on the same tape, using two or
more tracks. This will create unex-
pected and different accents. Impro-
vise or choreograph simple dance pat-
terns to these combined rhythms,

5. Other Motivations for Dance
AccomPaniment

a. More advanced students .may
experiment with chance for dance
movemeau, dance accompaniment, or
both. Such devices as,a throw of the
dice, a toss of a coin, fier a cut or deal
of cards, may determine how the com-
poser or the choreographer will select

ansemathimwhkh
the accompadMent or the dance Will
bi constricted: ChortcSpiaph a.dince
with both the dance and the accom-
pardment arranttd . by chance Nee

--"ithapter 3).

b. Cteating :dance Orases or
studies using props Will challenge the
students to discover accompaniment
suitable to' the character of the props

- used in the &nee. The sounds, mood, t
and quality will be influenced' by the
different types.of propsi the dYnamks
of the movement choreographed with
a prop as a central motif and the
dynamics of the aceompaniment for
this dance muif relate tit each other in
a satisfying way. Display a number of
props from which groups of dancers
may select: balloons, long elask rope,
tube jersey, scarcest sea shells, raffia, .

poles, nets, large ball, Swedish boxes;
large carrthoard boxes, salt barrels,
ladder, . hats, and capea. Diyide the'
class into mita gretlps which impro-
vise or choreograph movement. using
the selected props, then compose
appropriate accompaniment for the
movement. In another experience
With preps, select appropriate° elec-
tronic music for accompaniment;after
mastering the movement, perform it.
with the music but without the grops.
Discuss differences noticed in the per-
formance.

, c. Qualities of movement may be
a motivation for the Creation of ac-
companiment or the selection of music
with the right dynamics for the Cary-
ing qualifies or dynamics of move-
ment. See Chapter I .. for additional
sunestions.

Movement Activities and
Musical Accompaniment
(1) Movement: Slow and Mk-

tained. Create the shapes of the
ktters D-A-N-C-E. Spell , it in.
movement At least three times.
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Creating dame phfases or studies using Fops will challenge
the students to discouersuitable accompaniment. The large ball and
tube fersey shown here aie two examples of challenging prop.



Music: De.bussy, Claucfe:

Claire de Lune.

(2) Movement: Percussive,
sharp, and fast. Change levels; use
4, 6, or 8 counts to arrive at a new
level. Repeat.

Music: Partch, Harry. Cas-
tor and Pollux.

(3) Movement: Slow and sus-
tained. Working with a partner,
change levels, focus, or direction.

Music: Ho lit, Gustay.
"Venus", from The Planets.

(4),Movement: Percussive and
collapsing. Eight counts sharp and
percussive, collapse, remain still
for eight counts.

Musk: Pousseur, Henri.
Trois Visages de Liege. Second
movement: Voix de la ville.

(5) Movement: Short and fast
combined with vibratory or sus-
tained. Work with partner in mir-
ror image.

Music: Blackwood, Easley.
Chaniher Symphony for 14

Instruments.

6) Movement: Vibratory.
From absolute stillness move to
vibratory movement using any
part of the body. Students choose
when to change from stillness to
vibratory.

Music: Carlos, Walter
"Two-I3art Invention in F
Major." Switched on Ba
Synthesizer.

Conclusion

The dance educator who w?rks with
dance accompaniment will be concerned
with three distinct appreaches: (1)

working with, an accompanist, (2) Pre-
paring ail' CI. providing the accompani-
ment for the dance classes, and (3) wadi-
ing the relationship of dance,and music
to the dance stuckmt.

Therefore, the dance educator must
*have knowledge of the - elements of

music in orcier to use mpsic intelligently
alp an accompaniment for choreciwaphy
and technique dasses. This knowledge
helps, too, in working with a musical
accompanist for the dance classes.
Musicians appreciate and improve as
accompanists when dance instructors
will work with them rather than take
them for granted. Guiding the young
dance students in discovering the rela-
tionship of music and dance is the most
important task of the dance teacher. Of
almost equal importance is the effective
use of music ,as accompaniment for
improvisations and choreography.

Dance educators must constantly
expand their knowledge of music. They
must continue to study and listen to
music, being constantly aware of what is
being used for dance accompaniment.
They must have the courage to try new
ideas in accompaniment for movement
and dance and should continually en-
courage their dance students to explore,
experiment, and dare to be innovative in
their selection and creation of accom-
paniment for their dance improvisa-
tions, studies, and choreography.



I.

. PRODUCTIOg AND PERFORMANCE

Dance is a performing art. Performance
and production experiences should logi-
cally be an integral and important part
of the study of dance. The various
phases of dance production and per-

, formance shottld be guided by the
teacher. However, students should be
enCouraged to assume as much responsi-
bility as poisible for the production of
their works.

Students should have the opportunity
to perform in their own choreography,
that of their peers, and in works created
and rehearsed by experienced chorang-
raphert. They can learn from each of
these experiences. Students should be
encouraged to take their choreographic
ideas as far as they can by themselves.
The teacher's responsibilittis to serve as
-1 resource person who advises, coun-
sels, provides creative 'stimuli when
needed, and offers constructive criti-
cism. Students should be guided in eval-
uating their own work and the. work of
their peeti in positive and productive
ways.

Although the students may not plan
to choose dance as a profession, the

challenges and rewarcir available from
production and performance experi-
ences can still be meaningful. One
most important contributions the
teacher makes involves adapting and de-
signing performance experiences in .

keeping with the ability level of the stu-
dent. Such experiences may range fran
performing short dance studiea, in the
classroom with clar;smatss as the
audience to performing in raormal con-
cert with the general public invited.

Values To *Be Gahm! from Dance
Production and Performance
Experiences

Students have the opportunity:
1. To complete a creative work and

present it.for an audience.
2. To gain poise and self-control

when perforMing for others.
3. To have a theater experience and -

learn many of the aspects involved in
the production of a dance work.

4. To work in cooperation with
others to take a creative work to its
completion.

5. To experience the appreciation and
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critical evaluation of their creative wotk*
by .an audience.

6. To help provide an artistic arid
educational experience for othirs as well
as for themselves.

7. To contribute to the artistic
climate of their 'school and community.

Guidelines for Conducting Dance
Production and Performance
Experiences

lf dance production and performance
eXperiences are available to students as a
part of a dance course or as part of other'
courses in the eurriculum, such as physi-
cal education, drama, and social studies,
a philosophy should be developed as to
who performs, in what context, under
what conditions, and for what educa-
tional purposes. Such matters must be
thought thiough carefully for the good
of each student involved. Performance
should not be the primary objective of
teaching dance in education, and'
educators must not allow young people
.to be exploited to provide a showcase
for the school, department, or teacher,
or merely to provide free entertainment
for whoever desires it under the guise of
giving students an educational and
aesthetic experience. If students can be
guarded from such exploitation, per-
formance can be fun, exciting, and bene-
ficial. This is the casiwhether it be crea-
tive dance, folk dance, dances of the stu-
dents own making, or dances taught by
teachers who care about students.

In all aspects of production and per-
formance the age of the students per-
forming and their ability level should be
taken into consideration. When select-
ing a performance experience, the
teacher should also consider the follow-
ing c ircumstances.

1. The kind of occasion for which the
performance is being presented.

1 The make-up of the audience likely
to attend the performance..

3. The kind of performance space to

be used: proseenium stage, gymnasinm,
cafetoriurn, playground or classroom.

4. The kind of floor to be used.
Wooden floors are the most desirable
and should be smooth and free from
splinters as well as being dean. Concrete
or tile or carpeting over concrete floors
should be avoided because their unyield-
ing surfaces may injure the dancers.

5. The production facilities available:
lighting equipment, dressing rooms,
space for musicians if accompaniment is
live, acoustics, tyPe of stating for the
audience, -and the sound system.

6. The length of time to prepare for
the performance.

7. The availability of rehearsal time
in the performance space.

8. The time of day of the perform-
ance.

Various choices will have to be madf
about the specific kind of performance
as well as the age, live! of .4111,
and needs of ':the students s .rming.
For instance, cOstuming or `., ting may
not itecessarilyibe part of an in-class or
in-studio performance experience where
the students are presenting short com-
positional studies for their classmates,
whereas costuming and lighting. should
be considered if the perfo is a
formal concert. These gu a are
geared to the advanced t,
but can easily be adapted' for ts
with less dance experience by giving the
teacher more control over the factors in-
volved.

In preparing dances for a program the
teachei should provide information and
guidance for students; these may include
the following:

1. SUBJECT MATTER
a. It is helpful for students to have

had experience in c4toreographing
several short dance studies of a
probfem-solving nature designed by
the teacher. These short dance studies
shouldinclude concentration on indi-
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ugh dance prositiction and '-rmance, students
provide an artistic and educational experience for others
as well as for themselves, contributing to the artistic
climate of their schools and their communities.

vidual materials and the interrelation-
ships of such things as:

(1) Space and its elements (see
Chapters 1 and 2).

(2) Time, rhythm, syncopa-
tion, tempo (see Chapters 2, 3. and
4).

(3) Energy, qualities of move-
ment, dynamics (see Chapters 1.
and 2).

(4) Pantomime and its abstrac-at
tion into dance movement.

(5) The Use of props.
(6) Using ideational emo-

tional. or psychologically oriented
material. A

(7) T4 use of a simgle story
line.

(8) Using abstract subject mat-
ter, such as circles and squares.
soft and hard, heavy and
brittle and pliable, and so forth.
b. Students should be encouraged:

(1) To choose subject matter in

which they have expedence and
knowledge.

(2) To research the subject mat-
ter they choose.

(3) To keep their subject matter
simple.

(4) To use different kinds of
stkject matter so they do not
always choose the subject or type
of dance they have had pi
success with. For insigual,
doing a comirdy or always chore-
ographing a dance that tells a story
does not give Is much opportunity
for growth as having to cleal with a
variety of subjects and ways of
presenting them.
c. If students choose subject Mat-

ter that has been used often, suck as
the theme of children's games or the
eternal triangle, they should .be
couraged to figd a different, new wsiy
to treat the material.

d. Students should be guided
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ways of finding ideas for dance, stich
as reading poetry or proie, examining
their own lik expriences, historical
events, paintings, sculpture. music,
and so forth:*

Encourage students to express
ideas through creation of move-

m' em themes they can perform well
technically. This does not mean that
the movement vocabulary of the
dance should not be challenging to
perform. It simply means that the stu-
dents should take care to choreo-
graph movements that meet usthetic
and Tonimunicative criteria so' that
thrformance of the dance is the
bei it can be, and that it is not marred
by obvious inability of the performers
to execute the movements well.

2. LENGTH pF A DANCE WORK
. The length of a dance should be

by the 'experience of the
choreographer and the subject matter.
being dealt with.

b. In general, inexperienced chore-
ographers should be encouraged to do
short comporations.

e. Students should be guided in eval-
uating their ability to sustain a long
work.

3. STRUCTURAL FORM (see
Chapter 3)

a. Although the nature of a crea-
tive work often determines Its struc-
tural form, students should be famil-
iar with the classical structural forms
available to them such as, AB, ABA,
rondo,..theme and variation, canon,
and fugue. Once they have decided
what they think they want to corn-
.municate or express through their
dance, they need to decide hciw best
to say it.

b. Structural form May be deter-
mined by the accompaniment if the
accompaniment is not specifically
created for the dance. However, it is
sometimes pleasing to have the struc-
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tural form of the dime diffe -from
that +of the accompaniment.

4. SELECTION OF ACCOMPANI-# 11,

ME)IT (see aapter 4)
a. Students should be *dried to

select accoMpaniment that contributes
to the total dance idea.

b. Accompanlment can serve as a
source of inspiration for the choreo-
graphk idea and movement themes,
but students should be advised not
always to use music as the only stimw
lus for their creative ideas. Tlw .ac-
compartiment should not be a crutch
for the choreographer, but rather
should enhance the choreographiC
idea.

c. Credit should always be given
to the composer, arranger, author, or
whoever created the accompaniment:
as,well as to the musician, reackr, or
those who prform the accompani-
ment.

d. Music as accompaniment (see
Chapter /O.,

(1) The Musical accompani-
ment should not oveniower the
dance unless that is helpful to Ow
idea being conveyed.

(2) When working with musical
accompaniment, the movenwnt
need not f011ow the exact rhythmic
structure, phrasing or dynamics of
the music. Sometiines contrast be-
tween the dance alid the accom-
paniment is desirable.

(3) Students should be encour-
aged to become familiar with many
types of music, both instrumental
and vocal, with the different kinds
of musicalinstrurnents, both tradi-
tional and electronic, and with dif-
fepent kinds of instrumentation or
combinations of instruments, e.g.,
string quartet, woodwind quintet,
brass choir, and,so forth.

(4) it is often likely that a stu-
dent will be able to communicate a
specific choreoVaphic idea with



increased success if the musical sic-
tompaniment selected is not very
familiar to the general audience.
Then, members of the audience
will be less likely to have precon-
ceived (conscious or subconscious)
ideas about .the kind of .choreo-
graphic idea the musiC might ac-
.company and, therefore, more
readily accept the idea of the
choreographer.

(5) If recorded music is used as
0

Once students have decided what they think they
want to communicate or express through their dance,
they need to decide how best to say it.

accompaniment, care should be
taken that the sc;und reproduction
is of good quality.

(a) Records should be re-
corded on audio tape before
they become scratched.

(b) Extraneous sounds such
as pops, wows, flutters that are
not part of tile accompaniment
should be deleted from the tape.

(c) Tapes are more easily
cued than records, especially if

r4-41",
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heard and that the choreog-
raphy is not so strenuous as to
impair the voice projection of
the dancers.
(2) Voice sounds other than

words may be used, such as vowel
'sounds, consonant sounds. cough-
ing, sr' yamining,- and so
forfh:

(3) Body sounds such as 'clap-
ping, snapping the fingers, rind
stamping may be appropriate ac-
companiment and can be either re-
conied or performed live.

(4) Nature sounds such as bird
songs, wind sounds, cricket songs,
and the sounds of whiles can pro-
vide accompaniment.

(5) Environmental sounds such
as faucets dripping, traffic sounds,
or creaking stairs maybe used.

(6) Silence is sometimes the
most appropriate accompaniment.

5. TITLES AND PROGRAM NOTES
a. The title of a dance Should heIp

the audience prepare to see the dance.
b. The dance might have the same

title as the accompaniment, but only
if the title is appropriate for the chore-
°graphic intent.

e. Brief program notes may give
added information to the audience be-
fore the dance begins. If too much in-
formation is given in the program
notes, then there is little left to learn
from the performance of the piece.

6. NUMBER OF DANCERS IN A
DANCE

a. With some dances the number
of performers used may not neces-
sarily affect the intent of the work.
For example, a pure movement dance
done for the fun and enjoyment in a
school assembly marbe done well by
two dancers dr by twelve. -

b. Other dances may need a spe-
cific nuMber of performers and to
have even one more .or one less may

destroy the choreographic idea or
intent.

c. Students should be guided to
consider the following When deciding
how many dancers they need fcir a
specific piece.

(I) The choreograOic intent.
(2) The number of student;

who can perform the movenient
well and bring to it the perform-
ance quality desired.

(3) Tiw subject matter of the
dance or the style of dance and the
choice oof dancers. For instanee,
some- stutIenti may not perfoim
jazz movement well or some stu-
dents may be more suited for dance
drama than for comedy.

(4) The kind of performance.
(5) ,The size of tlw performance

sPace
(6) The size of the rehearsal

sPace
(7) The rehearsal time available

and how many darters can attend
the rehearsals regurarly.

OP The expense or availability
of cost4es.

r

7. C INTS

a. The costume should contribute
to the total dance idea in terms of de:7
sign, color, and fabric.

. b. 'Costumes can serve as stimuli
, for choreographic ideas and move-
ment, thematic material, and/or as re-
inforcement of the dance expression.

c. Unless money is no object, stu-
dents should be encouraged to econo-
miie in the cost of costuming. This
can serve as a meaningful and creative
problem-solving experience for stu-
dents, and need not diminish the effect
of the costumes.

d. Any jewilry, hair ribbons, nail
polish and so forth that are not part
of the costume should not be worn for
ihe performance.

e. Hair should be dressed to con-
tribute to the dance idea.
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Students should rehearse in their costumes a few times
tomake certain thailthe coitwnes do not inhibit the
movement of the choreography, distract from the dance,
orpresent any other kind of problems when performing.

f. Underclothes should be dyed to
match the color.of the obstume so that
they cannot be seen, itntl it may be
wise Co wear perspiration shield.s In
some costelmes,' especially if the audi-
ence is dosito the performance space.
Usuallyit is better to wear no panties
since thei show or make diotracting

8, Students should -select fabrics
that hang and move well, and that do
not cling or stick to theinselves.

h. Hooks and eyes are better than
snaps in dosing plackets or other cos-
tume openings if zippers are not feas-
ible. .

I. Costumes should be Well-con-
structed and well-fitted.

j. Students should rehearse 'in
their costumes a few times to make
certain that the costumes do not in-
hibit the movement of the choreog-
raphy, distract from the dance, or
present any Other kind of problems
when performing; and to become

aCcustomed to the way they fed and
move.

8. PERFORM:0'XE 11114th

a. Students should be encourstge4`
to stay in character the entire time
they are performing no matter what
may go wrong; e.g., if they forget the
dance they shOold improvise or follow
someone else until- their part comes .

back to. them. If they fall, they should .

treat the fall as part of the chOrtog-
raphy unless they are injured.. Any'

'mistake should be -covered lid per-
formed with authority as if it were a,
planned part of the- dance.

b. Students shOuld hold the ending
positions .of the dance until the lights
are completely out, the curtain is
completely down or uOtil a prear,
ranged signal is given ko leave the per-
fórmance area.

c. While on stage, students should
not count aloud, lick their lips, adtust
their hair or costume, or make aitY

8
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HQW a dance is viewed often depends upon where it is placed .

in the program and what kind of dance it follows. A comedy, for
CA ample, may be even more comical if it follOws a serious dance.
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Several dances-in a row with the same number of dancers am
less effective than a series of dances using numbers.
Contrast can heighten the audience's interest enjoyment.
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gesture that is not part of tbe choreog-
raphy.

d. If students are performing on
stage, they should be 'careful not to
touch the stage curtains (legs) or
cyclorama or back curtain unless it is
part a the choreography to do so.

e. Students should stay in char-
acter well into the wings when exiting
and should be in character in the
wings before making an entrance.

f. Curtain..calls should be re-
hearsed.

9. UGHTING DESIGN
a. Lighting should be designed to

enhante the dance; it should not be so
obvious that it calls more attention to
the lighting than to the choreography
or performance, unless that is.the in-
tent of the choreographer.

b. Effective lighting can, be
achieved in a small area with just a
few good lighting instruments and
colored gelatins (gels).

c. Lighting can be used, to set a
mood, define a space, or to suggest
specific scenic localities as well as ep-

'hance and even Change the colors of
the costumes:-

d. StUdents can be guided in de-
signing the lighting for their dances by

V learning the primary colors of light
(blue, green, and red) and their corn:
binations. and by working with
colored gels and various lighting in-
struments depending upon what is
available to them.

e. Gel colors should always be
tested on the costumes they are to
illuminate in order to produce the
most effective lighting design. It is not
always possible to assume what colors
will be produced when working with
different fabrics.

10. MAKEUP
a. Makeup should be applied so

that it contributes to the character of
the role being danced.

7, 61

. b. The amount of Makeup used
depends on the amount of lighting
used on the dance, the proximky of
.the audience, and the intent of the
dance.

c. Students need the opportunity
to experience 'stage makeup and its
proper application and removal7They
need to experiment with character
makeup, stylUed makeup, and make-

, up of their own design.

11. PROGRAM ORDER
a. How a dance is viewed often

depends upOn where it is placed on
the program and what kind of dance it
follows. Some considerations include:

(1) Thtt kind of dand it is
comedy, dance drama, pure move-
ment dance, jazz, and so forth.

(a) It Can be bewing to see
to see two or more dances of the
same kind in a row. A comedy,
for example, may be even more
comical if it follows a serious
dance rather than following an-
other comedy. Contrast con
heighten interest and enjoy-

.. ment.
I2) Several dances with the

same number of dancers are less
effective.

4 (3) The same principle as in (2)
holds true for:

(a) The color and style of
the costumes.

(b) The color and design of
the lighting.

(c) The kind of accompani-
ment used.

(d) The tempo of the dance.
(e) The style of the move-

ment or choreography.
/ (f) The use of props.

(g) The stage design.
(h) The way space is used.

b. The total program should have
a feeling of flow and pacing from the
opening curtain to the last bit of ap-
plause.
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(I) Openers the first dame
. should have general audience ap-
peal with a moderate to fa* tempo
and a positive feeling. It helps
everyone feel good about coming
and puts them in a receptive mood.

(2) Intermissions how long
an intermission or how many inter-
missions to have depends on:

'(a) The total length of tfm.
program-

(b) The age of the audience.
(c) What is available for

the audience to do during the
intermission.

f (cJ) An unavoidable cos-
tume change of more than a
minute.
(3) Closers the last dance

before an intermissiOn and the last
dance of the program should. be
two c4 the strongest cUnces in the
prograb so that the audience is
eager 'to return .f.or the remainder
of the program or, if at the end of
the coneert, leaves with an impres-
sive last experience.

(4) The length of time between
dances should not be too long or
the pacing of the program slows.
There should be just enough time
for the audience to consult the
printed program (with house liglits
at half intensity) for tilt next
dance. Long set or costume
changes sbaild be rehearsed so
that they Mr as little time as pos-
sible. If the wait is still too lonk
there are other possible solutions.

(a) If a dance takes longer
to set than tc; clear the stage, it
could be the first piece on the
program or first after inter-
mission.

If props or unusual costumes
are to be used, dancers should
work with them or with something
similar during rehearsals.

1,7

(b) If a dance takes lonintr
4to strike than to set, it can be
scheduled last before intermis-
sions or be the last piece on the
program.

In preparation for the presentation of a
. concert of student works, the folkowing

guidelines in, addition to. those listed
above are suggested:
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I. CHOREOGRAPHERS'
MEETINGS
i. These should be held far in ad-

vance of the performance date(s) so
that students can Feceive assistance
from 4he teacher and each other with
formulation of their choreographic
ideas.

b. Chapter 4 provides additio
insight into concepts of working
iccompanists toward the dance pro-
duction.

2. AUDITIONS FOR DANCERS
a. Choreographers should be

guided in techniques of conducting
auditions so that they will be properly
prepared to select the/ dancers best
suited to their particolar piece. Inex-
perienced choreograihers should be
cautioned to watch(all dancers audi-
tioning anch not/just choose their
friends.

b. Dancers shoUld be encouraged
to warm up their hodies so that they
will be preparied to ao whatever the
choreographers request during the
audition without fear of injury.

c. Eaqh choreographer should
briefly explain his/her. dance idea so
that students auditioning , have a
chance to relate to it.

d. Choreographers may have
dancers learn a short movement
theme from their dance, or they may
have the students improvise within a
specific frameworik suited to their
choreographic idea, or a combination
of both of these. "S
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3. REHEARSAL SCHEDULING
a. Teachers should check to

make certain whM rehearsal fadlities
are available and that they do .not
have features that could prove dan-
gerous to the dancers. Wooden floors

preferable, even mandatory for
'movement that goes into the air, such
as hops, jumps, or limps: The floors
should be swept dean, especially of
anything that couid anise injury if
stepped on in bare feet, and should be
free of splinters.

b. Choice of cast members will
place restrictions on rehearsal ache,
duling because dances with some of
the same east members rriust rehearse
at different times.

c. Rehearsals should begin far
enough in advarKe cd the performance
date(s) to ensure that the dances wiLl
be ready in time, but not So earl!) ihat
interest and spontaneity are lost.

d. Rehearsals should be scheduled
at least twice weekly.

e. It is difficult for young choreog-
raphers to sustain rehearsals longer
than am hour.

f. Dances should be completed
and shown for the teacher and who-
ever else should be in attendance, at
least three weeks prior to perform-
ance. Suggestions for improvement of
the dances can 'be made at.this time.
Choreographers will still have time to
work on the suggestions as well as
polish the dances for performance.

4. CONDUCTING REHEARSALS
a. Choreographers should always

be well-prepared for their rehearsals.
b. Rehearsals should begin on

t ime.
c. Dancers should take the re-

sponsibility to be well warmed-up be-
fore rehearsal time.

d. Dancers should understand that
the choreographer may have to work
with small groups of dancers for a
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short dine father than everimme all at
once, all the time. When not.directly
iniolved with the choreographer, the
dancers should be instructed to work
technically on eeriecting those parts

--of the piece they have already leanted.
Above all, the dancers should be quiet
whether the choreographer is working
directly with them or ruat, so as not to
disturb the choreographer or other
dancers!

e. Choreographers should have a
tentative schedule as to when each
session of the work should be corn-
pleted. They should not allow them-
eehjkto become overly involved with
one section of the piece and leave too
little time to complete the remainder
of the work.

f. If props or unusual costrimes
are to be used, dancers should work
with them or somethifig similar during
rehearsals. This does not nwan that
the costumes must be finished for the
first rehearsal, but if, for Instance, the
dancers will be wearing skirts, ir Is
important thsit they rehearse in skirls
similar to those in which they will be
be performing so that they get used to
working in them and the choreog-
rapher can see what the movement
looks like when executed in a skirt.

g. Dancers should come in re-
hearsal clothes, preferably iitlirotards.
Clothing that does not allow the
choreographer to see the idancer's
form should be avoided beOiuse the
choreographer needs to see the
dancer's bodY-:vell enough to male
corrections in the movement if
atneeded. The dancers must wear cloth-
ing that does not inhibit full range of
movemen t

h. If rehearsals cannot be con-
ducted on the stage othe area where
the performance will\ be held, the
choreograsher should know the lact
dimensions of the performance space
and park off a similar space in the

-0
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The experience of performing will be a growing one for students
if it provides them with an opportimity to gain a supportive
self-concept, and if it gives them a chana taw themselves
as sharing, giving, and receiving human beings of worth.

rehearsal area. The wings should also
be designated so that spacing may be
arranged with awareness of where
side lights will be located and where
entrances and exits will be made.

i. Cross-over time should be ac-
counted for if the dancers have to exi
from one side 4the stage and reenter
from the other.'

j. It is best if young choreog-
raphers do not dance in their own
works. If they do, it is too difteult for
for them to tell what their dance really
looks like from the auknce point of
view and whethei theirlloreographk
intent is being met.

k. Choreographers should be cau-
tioned to make sure they do not
always watch their dances from the
same frame of reference mentally or
physically. Care must be taken not
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always to Watch the same denier or
not always to observe the dance from
the same place in the audience.

I. liming choreographers should
be aided 4n techniques of correcting
their dancers in positive, supportive,
non-threatening ways.

m. Choreographers should feel free
to invite the teacher to rehearsals to
help with anything that seems to be a
problem.

Suggested Experiences in Dance
Production and Performance
Many considerations need to be weighed
in selecting specific kinds of perform-
ance experiences for dance students:

The ability level of the students per-
forming.

The type of audience for whom the
students will be 'performing, that is,

)
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*APPENDIX

BOW
The following annotated.boacs are listed as a basic library for the
secondary school teacher of dance. Addresses of some Commercial
'publishers are listed on pages 69-70.

Dance Education ,

Cheney, Gay and Strader, Jane. Modern Dance. 2nd ed. Allyn &
. !awn, 1975. .

This book gives a conceptual approach to the teaching of dance.
Cohen, Selma Jeanne, ed. The Modern Dance: Sever! Statemenb of

Belief. Middleton, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1966.
Ms. Cohenehas collected seven .statements which present & philo-
sophical basis for dance in the schools.

DeMille, Agnes. Book of Dance. Racine, WI: Gaden Press (Western
Publishing Co.), 1963. .
A beautiful:1Y illustrated historY of dance.

Ellfeldt, Lois. A Primer for Choreographers. Palo Alto, CA: May-
field Publishing Co., 1967.
Excellent for anyone interested in movement and composition.
The process of choreography is explained in a very practical
manner..

Hayes, Elizabeth E. An Introduction to the Teaching of Dance. New
York; Roland Press, 1964.
Presents the fundamentals of teaching dance very clearly and Con-
cinly. .

Joyce, Mary. First Steps in Teaching reative Dancing. Palo Alto,
CA: Mayfield Publishing Co., 197.
An excellent guide to motivating dents to begin to move.
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Lockhert, Aileen and Pease, Esther E. Anhui !AMC AA& attti-
-Teaching Lessons. 5th ed. Dubuque, lk Wm. C. Brown Cche
*75.
A helpful referent* book for teachers. Music and other books ase
included.

Martin, John. ihe Modem Dance. Brooklyn, New York: Dance
Horizons, 1%5.
A thorough presentation of thy philosoirhies and dance theories
for the teacher of mbdern Jana'.

Murray, Ruth. Dance in Elementary Education. 3rd ed.. New York:
& Row, 1975.

book is an excellent addition to alibrary for its music and
rhythm chapters. The chapter on ideas for dance Audios is
swede:.

Pease, Esther E. Modern Dance, 2nd ed. Dubuque, IA: Wm. C.
Brown Co., 1966.
This paperback is eartl to read and good for beginner technique.

Penrodi James and PalithIQ, Janice G. Dancer Pripsres: Modern
Dance for Beginners. Palo Alto, CA: Mayfiekl Publishing Co.,
1970.
An attractive and helpful textbook for mirdern dance tedmiques.

Poll, Toni L. Complbte andbook of Secondary- School Dance
Actiofties. Englewood , NJ: Prentice-Hat., 1977.
An excellent resource for modern, social and hilt activities.

Sherbon, Elizabeth. On the Count of One. 2nd ed. Palo Alto, CA:
Mayfield Publishing Co., 1975.
This well-organized book gives cleamnd explicit directions for
dance. -

Shurr, Gertrude aml YOCUM, Rachael. Modern Dance Techniqw
and Teaching. Newt York: Ronald Press, 1949.
Whik this is an old copyright, the photographs are beautiful and
still timely for techniciire classes.

Turner, Margery. lcietiDance. Pittsburgh: University oi Pittsburgh
Press, 1976. --
A source book for non-literal dances, 'materials and structure for
contemporary choreographers.

Dance Production
Ellfeldt, and Carnes, Edwin. Dance Production Handbook or

Later is Late. Palo Alto, CA: Mayfield Publishing Co., 1971.
An excellent guide to solving the technicel problems in dance pro-
duction
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Hayes, Elizabeth R. Dance Composition and Production. New York:
Ronald Press, 1955.
This book was dortialed for high school and college dancers and
gives suggestions icir creating st6dies from technique, space,
rhythm sensory and idea stimuli. A chapter on music and percus-
sion accompanknent is included.

Humphrey, Doris. The Art of Making Dances. New York: Grove
Press, 1962.
An historical thesis written by a superb chpreographer.

Penrod, James. MoverKent for the Performing Artist. Palo Alto, CA:
Mayfield Publishing Co., 1974.
A delightful guide to all asOcts of movement telinique for the
stage.

Schlaich, Joan and Dupont, Betty. Dance: The Art of Production.
St. Louis: C. V. Mosbyto., 1977.
A complete guide to many aspects of production including press
relations, publicity and arts management.

Warhol, ,Andy. The Index Book. New York: Random Mouse, 1967.
(Available from Melvin McCosh Bookseller, 26500 Edgewood
Rd., Excelsior, MN.)
A book of effects and visual tricks which might prove interesting
for production.

Publishers
Addresses of publishers not listed below can be fbund in yOur public
library in Books in Print, British Books in Print or Cumulative Book
Index. You.might also use the service of Dance Mart or Dance World
Books (addresses listed below). Other good sources are marked with
asterisks.
Allxn and Bacon, 478 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02210.
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation,

120116th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
Association for Childhood Education International, 3615 Wiscon-

sin Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
Burgess Publishing Company; 426 South 6th Street, Minneapolis,

MN 55415.
Chalif Publications, P.O. 'Box 224, Chatham, NJ 17928.
Children's Music Center, 5373 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90019.

Dance Horizons, Inc., 1801 East 26th Street,
Dance Magazine, vol. 43, no. 3, March 1969.

New York, NY 10036.
Bibliography of dance books,

Dance Mart, The. Box 48, Homecrest Street,
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Brooklyn, NY 11229.
268 West 47th Street,

Brooklyn, NY 11229:
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Dance Notation Bureau, 19 Union Square West, New York, NY
10003.

Liance World Books,- Box 101, Blawenburg, NJ 18504.
Education Activitii4, Inc P.O. Bpx 392, Freeport, NY 11520.
Educatiodi Broadcasting Corporation, 304 West 58th Street, New
York, Nr10019.

*Educational Record Sales, 157 (Ambers Street, New York, NY
10007.

Foster Art Service, 430 West Sixth Street, Tustin, CA 92680.
Harper and Row, 49 East 33rd Street, New York, NY 10016.
John Day Company, 200 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016.
Macdonald and Evans, Ltd., 8 John Street, Ii.ondon, WC1, England.
Mayfield Publishing Company, 285 Hamilton, Palo Alto, CA

94301.
Mettler Studios, 3131 North Cherry Avenue, Tucson, AZ 8:54719.
Monarch Press (Division Simon & Sihuster), 1 West 39th Street,

New York, NA10018.
New Direction Publishing Co., 333 6th Avenue, New York, NY

10014.
Orion Publishing House, 614 Davis Street, Evanston, IL 60201.
Plays, Inc., Publiihing, 8 Arlington Street, Boston, MA 02116.
RCA Record-Educational Dept., P.O. Box RCA 1000, Indian-

apolis, IN 46291.
Simon and Schuster, Rockefeller Center, 631 Fifth Avenue, New

Yoik, NY 10020.
Wm. C. Brown Company Publishers, 2460 Karper Blvd., Du-

buque, IA 52001.
'Ziegfeld Book Shop, 910 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019.

PERIODICALS
After Dark. 10 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10019.

Written for the layperson with interests in theatre, opera, dance,
TV, films, and fashion.

Arts in Society. University of Wisconsin, Rm. 728, Lowell Hall, 610
Langdon, Madisort, WI 53706.
Magazine contains boolc reviews( advertising, and index and is
illustrated.

Ballet Review. Box 639, Brooklyn, NY 12202.
This magazine features adveftising, book reviews, charts and is
illustrated.

Dance Magazine. 10 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10019.
Written for dancers and teachei-s, this magazine carries photo-
graphs, directories of schpols and suppliers as well as feature
articles,



Dance,News. 119 West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019.
A tabloid publication with an ittternational flavor; Contains book
and dance reviews, advertising, and is illustrated.

Dance Perspectives. 29 East 9th Street, New York, NY 10003.
-This specialty magazine features critical and historic monographs.

Dance Scope. 145 West 52nd Street, New York, NY 10019.
AntiustPated magazine With advertising and book reviews.

Education* Theatre Journal. 1317 F Street, N.W., Washington, DC
20004..
A magazinclor sttidy and teaching. It carries book and play re-
views, charts, akistrations and statistics.

Journal of Physical Education and Recreation. American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education and Recreation. 1201 16th Street
NW., Washington, DC 20036.
This 'journal carries a semi-annual feature named Dance Dynamtcs-
40 a monthly column on dance education.

Theatre Survey, 1117 CL, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
15260.
This magazine is a joint publication tath the department of speech
and features subject matter of interest to the performing aspects of
the dance and the dancer.

ELMS
This list is by no means complete but it will serve as a beginning for
the teacher of dance at the secondary level. Because rental costs vary
greatly, you should shop for the best price and service. Your State
Arts Council, State Department of Education, University Extension
Divisions and local libraries are all good sources of free arrl low cost
films.

New dance films and TV series are revieweemoFthly in Dance
Magazine. Further listings of dake filing can be Found in the fol-
lowing directories:
Mueller, John. Films on Ballet and Modern Dance: Notes and u

Directory. American Dance Guild, June 1976. Three Addenda, #1
and 2 in 1976; #3 in 1977. 1619 Broadway, New York, NY 10019,

Catalogue of Dance Films. Dance Films Association, 250 West 57th
Street, New York, NY 10019.

Films 1977-78. University of California, Extension Media Center,
Berkley, CA 94720.

Rants

A Dancer's World, 30 min., 1957, b/w, sound, MSU, NYPL, REM,
SU, WASH.
Martha Graham explains her philosophy of dance as her corhpany
dances.
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Air for the G.String. 7 min., 1930, b/w, sound. TODD.
Features Doris Humphrey and her company,

An' Artist and His Work. 32 mirt., 1968, color, sound. HARRIS.
Paul Taylor and his company portray many aspects of the corn- -
pany.

Appalachian Spring. 31 min., 1958, b/w, sound. REM, NYPL.
Martha Graham dances the hopes andfears of early Americans.

A Time to Dance. 29.min. each film, 1959, b/w, sound. NETC.
A series of nine programs moderated by Martha Myers. Titles are:
1. Introckiction to three dance forms modern, ballet, ethnic.
2. Classical Ballet
3. Invention in Dance
4. A Choreographer at Work
5.. The Language of Dance
6. Ethnic Dance
7. Dance a-IoNa Reflection
8. Creat Performances in Dance
9. Modern Ballet

Beginning Modern Dance for High School Girls. 22min., 1958, b/w,
sound. ViA.
The film features, fundamental body movements, combinations
and elementary composition.

Clinic of StOrable. 16 min., 1960, GRV.
Experimental multi-exposure film choreographed by Marian Van
Tuyl.

Dance as an Art Porm. varied times, 1972 to liq....35/ color, sound.
CHM.
A series of five filnis by the Murray Louis Dance Company. The
titles are:

I. The Body as an Instrument (27 min.)
2. Motion (32, min.). ,

3. Space (28 min.)
4. Time (26 min.r
5. Shape (27 min.)

Dance Chromatic. 7 min., 1949, calor, sound. FMC.
Experimental film utilizing dance, abstract painting and porcussive
score.

Dance: Four Pioneers. 30 min., 1965, b/w, sound. IND.
Early works of Graham, Humphrey, Weidman, and Holm.

Dance: Instrument. 1974, color, sount AI.
lihe titles are:

1. The Dance Instrument (16,7 min.)
2. How to Move Better (19.6 min.)
3. Dance Design: Motion (18.4 min.)
4, Dance Design: Shape and Time (15.2 min.)
5, Dance Design: Space (18.1 min..)
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Dance in the Sun.:7 min., 1953, b/w, sound. FMC.
Experimental film with a solo by Daniel Nagrin.

Dance: New York City Ballet. 30 min., 1968, b/w, sound. IND.
George Ralanchine's works performed.

Fusion. 15 min., 1967, color, sound. EE.
Alwin Nikolais and his company in an experimental film.

Helen Tamaris Negro Spirituals. 17 min., 1958, b/w, sound. CON.
This film features six works by this noted dancer.

Horror Dream. 10 min., color, sound. GRV.
Marian Van Tuyl choreographed a piece depicting a dancer's
aiixiety before a performance. Music by John Cage.

Lament. 18 min., 1951, b/w, TODD.
lose Limon and his company in a tribute to a dying bullfighter.

Lamentation. 10 min., 1943, color, sound. DF.
Martha Graham in a film interpretation of a 1930 dance.

Limgo. 30 min., 1968, color, sound. FMC.
Alwin Nikolais' choreography for the.electronic medium.

Making a Dance. 16 min., 1971, color, sound. INT.
This film was made specifically from a non-dance point of view to
show the human elements, the very hard work, care and the vari-
ety of elements which go into creating a dance.

Mary Wigman; Four Solos. 10 min., 1929, b/w, silent. DFA.
A rare film of this great German dancer.

Merce Cunningham. 29 min., 1967, color, sound. CFD.
Merce discusses his theories of dance in an interview.

Modern Ballet. 29 min., 1960, color, sound. IND.
Anthony Tudor discusses the development of dramatic ballet.

Modern Dance Composition. 12 min., 1959, color, sound. NYU.
The film shows dancers preparing for dance movement and
analyzes some. elements of dance composition.

Mooris Pavane. irb min., 1950, color, sound. TOD
The story of Othello.

Nine Variations on a Dance Theme. 13 min., 1967, b/w, sound. RF.
This classic film works with a dance phrase exploring its parts and
possibilities. The film also explores angle, flow and texture.

()pus Op 20 min., 1967, color, sound. BFA.
This piece makes an excellent bridge between contemp ary ballet
and other new art forms..The Joffrey Ballet Company i featured.

Sound and Movement. 17 min., 1974, color, sound. BM.
Movement improvisations accompanied by sounds of hands and
feet as well as instruments.

Totem. 16 min , 1963, color, sound. FMC.
A dance work by Alwin Nikolais Cturing Murray Louis and
Gladys Bailin
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Film Sources'

AB Athos-Abbaccon Prod. 12608 1/2 Washington Boule-
vard, Los Angeles, CA 90066.

AFC Audio Film Classics. 10 Fiske Place, Mount Vernon,
NY 10550.

AI Athletic Institute, Castlewood Drive, North Palm
Beach, FL 38408.

BAIL Bailey Films, 6509 De Long RE, Hollywood, CA 90028.
BFA BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue,

Santa Monica, CA 90404. -

BM Barbara Mettler, Tucson Creative Dance Center, 3131
North Cherry AVenue, Tucson, AZ 85119.

BRAN Brandon Films. 221 West 5trai Street, New York, NY
10019.

CF Contemporary Films. 614 Davis Street, Evanston, IL

60201.
CFD Campus Film Distributors Corporation, 20 East 46th

Street, New York, NY 10017.
CHM Chirnerofilm, Cimeria Foundation for Dance, Inc., 33

East 28th Street, New York, Nr10019.
COLO Colorado University, Boul*, CO 80302
CON Contemporary Films, Mc(raw-Hill Films, 330 West

42nd Street, New York, NY 10036.
CUN The Cunningham Foundation. 75 East 55th Street,

New York, NY 10022.
Dance Films, Inc. 250 West 57th St., !slew York, NY

10019.
DFA Dance Film Archive, University .of Rochester, Roch-

ester, NY 14627.
EE Ed Emschwiller, 43 Red Maple Drive North, Wantagh,

NY 11793.
EFLA Educational Film Library Association. 250 West 57th

Street, New YorIC, NY 10019.
!MC Film-Makers Corporative. 175 Lexington Avenue,

1New York, NY 10016.
FSU Flbrida State University Audio-Visual Center, Talla-

hassee, Ft 32306.
GRV Grove Press Film Division. 80 University Place, New

York, NY 10003.

his liv is Adapt ed from -I )tret tory (it Rance filrns,- f him e Magazine 43, no 4 April ^
1969, 46 62, anclifrom Margery Turner; bock New Prance (Pittsburgh Univemity of
Pittsburgh Pres-s, 1971). pp 114-119
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HARRIS Harris Communications. 130 East 72nd Street, New
York, NY 10021.

IND Indiana University Audio-Visual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401.

INT Intermedia Productions, Inc., Suite 240,2, 444 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10022.

KSP King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue, North
Seattle, WA 98109.,

MC Media Center, University oi California Extension,
Berkeley, CA 94120.

MINN University of MinneSota Audio-Visual Ext'ension
Service, 115 R.S.M.A., Minneapolis, MN.

MMA Museum of Modern Art Film Library, 11 West 53rd
Street, New York, NY 10019.

MSU Michigan State University Audio-Visual Center, East
Lansing, MI 48823.

NETC National Educational Television.Center, 2320 Wash-
tenaw Avenue, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.

NYPL New York Public Library, Donnell Branch, 20 West
53rd Street, New York, NY 10019.

NYLI New York University Film Library, 26 Washington.
Place, New York, NY 10019.

PMP Perry-Mansfield Motion Pictures, Steambury Springs,
CO 82477.

REM Rembrandt Films. 59 East 54th Street, New York, NY
10022.

RE Random Films. 220 West 42nd Street, New York, NY
10036.

STEGG Stegg Productions, Inc. 41 West 56th Street, New
York, NY 10019.

St I Syracuse University Film Library, Syracuse, NY
13210

TODD Todd Film Collection 25 Barrow Street, New York,
NY 10014

UIA University of Iowa Audio-Visual Center. Iowa City,
IA 52240

UMTV TV C:enter, 310 Maynard Street, Ann Arbor, M1
48108.

WASH University of Washington Press, Film Division,
Seattle, WA 98105.
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RECORIDS
,,«-

Most of the records in this list may be purchased,from the record
sources listed on eage 77 or from your school audiovisual sdepart-
ment. Local music stores may be of help in finding other suitable
recordings.
Mamson, Quin. Alley Cat. ATCO, 13113.

Piano for Modern Dance. Hoctor,'BE 102, Volume II.
Anderson,-*:--Alnderson's Greatest Hits. RCA Educational

Recor4 -5006.
Bach, J.S. AdventurEs in Music: Little Fugue in C Minor.'Grade 6,

Volume 1, RCA Victor, LFS-1009. National Symphony Orchestra:
Bach's Greatest Hits. Philips, PHS-600-097, Swingle Singers.
Bach Organ Favorites.- Little Fugue in C Minor: Columbia, MS-
6261, E Power Biggs.
Fugue in C Minor from Win-Tempered Clapier. Compoeer Re-
cordings, CRI-138.
lesu, loy of Man's Desiring Electronic Switched on Bach. Colum-
bia, MS-7194.

Blackwood, Easley. Chamber Symphony for Fourteen Wind Instru-
ments. Composers Recordings, CRI-144.

Brubeck, Dave. Unsquare Dance and Take Five: Adventures in
Time. Columbia-CC-30625.

Carlos, Walter. Switched on Bach. Colunitia, MS-7194.
Copland, Aaron. Billy the Kid. Rodeo. Seraphim, S-60198.
Debussy, Claude. Clair de Lune. Columbia, MS-6214.
Gershwin, George. Rhapsody in Blue. Preludes for Piano, No. 1, 2, 3.

Concerto in F for Piano and Orchestra. RCA, LS-2367.
Hoist, Gustay. Planets. London. CS-6734.
Joplin, Scott. Ragtime. Biograph Records, BLP-1010Q, Volume 3,
Khachaturian, Aram. Sabre Dance. RCA, VCS-7080.
Partch, Harry. Castor and Pollos. Wird Song. Composers Record-

ings, CRI-193.
Praetorius, Michael. Six Daentze. Archive Productions, 198166.
Prckofiev, Serge. Love of Three Oranges.'Columbia, MS-6545.
SUi, Eric, Gymnopedies and Other Works,. RCA, LSC-3127..

Altrnhos, Ralph Vaughn. Greensleeves. Columbia, MS-6934.
ky, F'eter. Russian Dance (Nutcracker). RCA, VCS-7080.aikovs

Albums for Dance Technique and improvisation
Keynote to Modern Dance. Music by Cola Heiden. Educational Ac-

tivities, EALP 610, 611 an6 613.
Miller, Freda. Accompaniment for Dance Technique Freda Miller

Records.
A Second Album of Dance. Freda Miller Records.
Third Album for Dance. Freda Miller Records.
Music for Rhythm and Dance. Freda Miller Records.
Fifth Album for Dance. Freda,Miller Records.
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White, Ruth. Music for Contemporary Dance. Rhythm Productions,
CC-612.
Motifs for Dance CompOsition. CC-611.
Motivations for Modern] Dance. CC-610. --

Record Sources

Biograph Records, Inc., P.O. Box 109, Canaan, NY 12029..
-"-ehildrenis Music Center, Dancers Shop, 5373 West Pico Blvd., Los

Angeles, CA 90019.
Classroom Materials Company, 93 Myrtle Drive, Great Neck, NY

11021.
Composers Recordings, Inc., 170 West 74th Stivet, New York, NY

10023.
Dance Notation Bureau, 19 Union Square West, New York, NX

10003. -)

De Fca Record Co. Ltd. (London Records Inc.), 534 West 25th Street,
New York, NY 10001.

Dimension 5 Records, BOX 185, Kingsbridge Station, Bronx, NY
10463.

Educational Activities, Inc., P.O. Box 392, Freeport, NY 11520.
Educational Record Sales, 157 Chambers Street, New York, NY

10007.
Folk Dancer, P.O. Box 201, Rushing, L.I., NY.
Folkways Records, 907 Sylvania Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, NJ

07632, and 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10036.
Freda Miller Records for Dance, 131 Bayview Avenue, Northport,

L.I., NY 11768.
Hoctor Records, Inc., Educational Records_A Waldwick, NJ 07463.
Kimbo Records, Box 55, Deal, NJ 07723W
Macdonald and Evans, Ltd., 8 John Street, London WC1, England.
Major Records, Thomas J. Valentino, Inc., 151 West 46th Street.

New York, NY 10036.
Mettler Studios, Tucson Creative Dance Center, 3131 North Cherry

Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85719.
Nonesuch Records, 51 West 51st Street, New York, NY 10019.
Paramount Records, 1507 North Vine Street, Hollywood, CA 90028.
RCA Records-Educational Dept., P.O. Box RCA 1000, Indianapolis,

IN 46291.
Rhythms Productions. 13152 Grant Avenue, Downey, CA 90242.
Russell Records, Inc., P.O. Box 3318, Ventura, CA 93003.
S&R Records, 1609 Broaway, New York, NY 10017.
Statler Records, Inc. 200 Engineers Road, Smithtown, NY 11787.



AVAILABLE FROM AAHPER

ANNOUNCING DANCE IS .

A 12-minute slide-tape presentation
designed to sUpplement and illustrate
the philosophy presented in Dance as
Education. This media pask.age ex-
emplifies the meaning and value of
dance and should be experienced by
young and old, men and women,
schools and communities. In essence,
Dance is.. . is an overview of what
dance isf For further information,
write to Dr. Margie Hanson, execu-
tive director, National Dance Assoc-
iation, 1201 Sixteen Street, N.W.,
Washington, DC 200

ARTS AND AESTHETICS: AN
AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE

This yearbook, a record of the prO-
ceedings of the conference held at
Aspen, Colorado, on June 22-25,1976,
reflects the passage of the Elementary
and Secondary Ed cation Act of 1965
in regard to arts Eid aesthetic educa-
tion in America. S onsored jointly by
CERMEI., Inc. and the Education Pro-
gram of the Aspen Institute for
Humanistic Studies, and supported by
the National Institute of Education,
whose recommendations include cre-
ating a national center for research in
the arts and aesthetics, Available in
hardback cover, this yearbook is

essential to all concerned with the
future of the arts. 1977.
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CHILDREN'S DANCE
A book designed tb show how dance
can be used in the classroom in lively,
innovative ways. Appropriate for the
classroom teacher as well as the spe-
ccalist in dance and physical activities.
Covers such topics as dance as an ex-
pression of feelings, folk and ethnic
contributions, dancing for boys, and
composing dance. 1973.

COMING TO OUR SENSES: THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF ARTS FOR
AMERICAN EDUCATION

"It is time to acknowledge the power
and urgency of arts education." This
is the central theme of this ,manifesto
designed to give the arts educational
priority along with the more tradi-
tional disciplines. Chaired by David
Rockefeller, Jr. as a challenge to our
"national policy," calling on every
level of government, teachers, school
administrators and parents not
merely to teach#hildren about arts
themselves, but to enrich learning in
general by greater emphasis on arts
in our educational framework. 1977-.

DANCE AS EDUCATION
A new publication designed to meet
the need for credible and readily ac-
cessible information essential for cre-
ating, guiding, evaluating and de-
fending dance experiences in the



schools. Emphasis-is on the value of
dance and how it can best be experi-
enced. Topics include: the what and
why of dance; dance in education and
the right of access to dance; curricula
in dance; and teachers and specialists
in dance. This publication is the result
of a conference held October 22-25,
1976 at the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts, Washington,
D.C., as part of a National Dance
Association Project on Issues and
Concerns in Dance Eduelation and
partially sponsored by a grant from
the Alliance for Arts Education, a
joint project of the JFK Center and the

. Office of Educationp Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. Sub-
sequently, it has been endorsed by the
American College Dance Festival'
Association, America'n Dance Guild,

Inc., Association of American Dance
Complvdes, Committee on Research
in Dance, Country Dance and Song
Society of America and Sacred Dance
Guild.

DANCE DIRECTORY: PROGRAMS
OF PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION
IN AMERIcAN COLLEGES &
UNIVERSITIES

Contains informaticin about colleges
and universities which offer dance
curriculums at the undergraduate' and
*graduate levels. Information on each
institution includes type of program
(dance education, performing arts,
dance concentration), course offer-
ings, teaching personnel, enrollment,
and degrees offered. 10th Edition
1978.

For prices and order information, write:
AAI-IPER Promotion Unit
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036


